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"Rank and wealth are advantages, let anybody say what
they will to the contrary.

Why else does everybody want to

get them?"---.c..an 1.QJl Forgiye Mtl

(VI, p. 239)
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Chapter I

Introduction

The publication of Charles Dickens' ��tl.R�tl ��Q�r�
(1836-37)
novels.

marked the birth of a new art

form--serial

This new form of art soon dominated the market,

rapidly becoming popular with the growing reading public.
Mid-Victorian readers could spare a shilling each month for
a single

installment, even if they

bound volume.

could not afford a

They also enjoyed the suspense created by

waiting for the next

installment, much as

sion viewers follow a soap opera.

modern televi-

The public dimension of

Victorian serialization has been forcefully emphasized in a
study by Robert L. Patten, who reminds us that
critics from 1836 on have slighted the
part played in the runaway reception of
the novel by its unusual format; yet
subseque nt to Dickens's success with
�.R.i..Q..k, parts publication became for
thirty ye a r s a chief means of
dramatizing and enormously ex panding
the Victorian book-reading and book
buying public. Dickens and his publish
ers discovered the potential of serial
publication virtually by accident.
In
so doing, they changed the world of
Victorian publishing, and the Victorian
novel, permanently. And, at the same
time, their discovery yielded profits
hitherto thought impossible for any
publisher or author, transforming them
all from minor ffgures in Victorian
letters to titans.
By the mid-1800's many serial novels had adopted a
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common format.

Eac h novel was pu b li shed

in

twenty mont hly

installments, wi t h the fi nal pu b li cati on containing Num b ers

XIX-XX and t hus nearly dou b led

in

lengt h.

Each

i nstallment

was approxi mately t hi rty-two pages long and was always
a c compan i e d
m e r c ha n t s .

by

pages o f

adve r t i semen ts from local

K a t h 1 een T i 1 1 o t son ,

i n h er

w or k .N..Q..Y&.l..a .Q..f ..t..h�

Eighteen-Forties , states:
In any month of 1847, he [the would- b e
novel reader] mi g h t see in t he b ook
shops, in paper wrappers, greeni s h b lue
or br i g ht yellow, for only a shilli ng,
t he current monthly parts of Dealings/
�i..t..h ..t..h� Eirm .Q..fL �.Q.m��Y AilQ �.Q.nL
Wholesale, Retail, .a.rui .f.Q.r Exportation/
1iY Charles Dickens and Yanity Fair/ h.11
.ruLd. Pencil Sketches .Q..f English Society/
].y }L_ lL.. .I.h.a..c..k�XAY • Th a t w as t he f or m
i n w hi c h t hese two novels made t h ei r
first appearances; and it was t hat form
w hi c h so greatly extended t he novelbl
si
h
1e de c 0
i
::�! :li :: a ;; '1 �� e� tng t:e cos ;� � . : 2

Papers,

Thoug h D i ckens wrote many novels after t he ��ll.k
he was

by

no means the sole aut hor of ser i al novels.

was joined in

hi s

T hackeray, and a
W hile muc h

craft by Anthony Trollope,

host
has

William

of other lesser known writers.
b een

said a b out t he aut h ors and t he

works of t h e mid-Victor i an period, li ttle

has

concerning t he format of t h ese serial novels.
Vi ctori an serial

He

novel

and gain of good fortune.

has

as

b een

sa i d

T he mid-

an overall t heme t he loss

W hat is not generally recognized
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is that this theme is not merely a loss and gain of good
fortune, but that this loss and gain almost always appears
in a rhythmic pattern which is related to the installment
structure.
With the intent of discovering the rhythmic pattern to
the gain and loss of good for tune for the characters of the
typical serial novel, I randomly selected three twenty-part
novels from three different decades of the mid-1800 1 s, each
by a reputable author.

After reading and re-reading the

novels over a period of three years (in an
recreate,

somewhat,

attempt to

the original publishing situation),

I

sketched a plot graph for each novel, number by number, and
compared the plot lines.

(See the Appendix for the graph

and a brief number-by-number plot summary.)

I found these

three novels to agree with the general consensus that the
first several and last several installments have a specific
purpose.

The first several installments of the typical

serial novel serve to introduce the characters and to set
the stage for the inevitable loss of good for tune.
the attainment of good fortune,

Since

usually measured in terms

of financial security, romance, social statu s,

and self

worth, is a natural goal of Victorian life, it is inescap
able that the final ins tallments resolve all (or nearly
all) of the major conflicts.

Although it has been known

that the middle installments include periods of alternating
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good and il 1 fortune,

it has not been generally recognized

that a pattern exists for these alternating good and bad
times .
A close examination of the middle numbers of Dickens'
�i��i� �.Q...r.ri� (18 56- 57), Tro llope's ��n .x..o_� EQrg.1.Y� ��r1

(1864-65), and Thackeray's Y.an��Y hir (1847 -48) reveals
that Numbers V, IX, and XVI are "low" points in terms o f
the plot line graph.

These three numbers are by no means

the only low points in the plot, but they do contain
current low points.

con-

In between these select installments,

the plot line fluctuates in no apparent pattern (but I
leave that for another study). This pattern of plot, exemp
lified in these three novels, will
twenty-part mid-Victorian novel.

appear in any typical
In other words, if one

were to randomly select three or four serial novels of the
mid-Victorian era, one would discover that
has fundamental similarities
terms of plot.

Each Number

to

the

each

other

Number V

Number V's in

IX, and likewise each Number

XVI, would also share common elements of plot with the
other Number IX's and XVI 1 s respectively.

Dickens' Little

�rri�, Tro llope's ��n iQ� EQrE.i.Y� H�tl, and Thackeray's
Vanity� illustrate this similarity of form in terms of
plot.

Each of these three

numbers, in each novel, reveals

the characters as they experience "low" points, or a loss
of one or more element ofs good fortune.

These low times
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are necessary, for they serve to remind the reader

that

life cannot always be ideal and that one must enjoy good
fortune while one has it, for it does not last.
k���i� �Qrril tells the story of one young lady's
rhythmic losses and gains of good fortune.

She and her

family begin the novel housed in the Marshalsea Debtors
Prison where her father is the oldest and most respected
inmate.
Fanny,

Little Amy Dorrit and her uncle Frederick, sister
and brother Tip are free to come and go as they

please during the daylight hours.

Amy usually goes out and

does needlework to earn her father's keep in prison.

She

is a very generous, unselfish, and caring child-woman,
unable to hurt a soul.

Her brother and sister also go out

and work, but they keep their money for their own use; they
do not contribute to

their father's care.

Early in the

novel, Amy is befriended by Arthur Clennam, who has just
arrived from India where he ran his father's business.
Through Clennam's contacts, William Dorrit is discovered to
be the long-lost heir to an enormous fortune.
Mr.

Dorrit and his family take their newly-found

wealth and travel through the continent where they are
treated as

royalt y.

Poor Amr cannot adjust

station in life and is very unhappy.

to her new

Meanwhile, back in

England, Clennam's affairs ha're their ups and downs.

His

partnership in a factory seems to be working well, but then
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his mother begins having troubles in the old family business.

Clennam tries to help his mother even though she

makes it quite clear that she does not require his aid.
Rome,

In

Fanny decides to further the interests of the Dorrit

clan by marrying into the upper crust of society; she weds
Edmund Sparkler,

the

step-son

of

Merdle, the financial

gen i us. F an n y seems to do w e 1 1 , for Mr . Merd 1 e p 1 aces his
Midas touch in William Dorrit's business a ffairs.
England,

Clennam,

too,

invests in Mr.

In

Merdle's scheme.

When Merdle commits suicide and is found to have been a
cheat and a fraud,
ruined.

both Dorrit and Clennam are completely

William Dorrit, however, never learns of his fate,

for he dies prior to Merdle's suicide.

Little Dorrit's

good fortune returns when Clennam finally realizes he loves
Amy, and they are married •
..Q..a.n .IQ� �QIE.i..Y.� H�tl is the tale of a young woman's
battle with her conscience.
whether to

marry

and

She is unable to decide

whom she should marry.

Alice

Vavasor, as the novel opens, is engaged to marry M� John
Grey,

a pa ragon of virtue.

His apparen t per fection

frightens Alice, for she is not confident that they can
make each other happy.

While she tries to make up her

mind, she decides to travel through the continent with her
cousins, Kate and George Vavasor.

In S witzerland, one of

their stops, George tries to revive a dead love affair with
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Alice.

Many years before the novel even begins, Alice and

George were in love and engaged to be married, but then
Alice broke the engagement .

Now that George hears of

Alice's indecision over Grey, he presses his suit.
conniving Kate urges Georg e on in his efforts,

The

for she

loves her brother dearly and wants Alice for a sister.
George succeeds in causing Alice to break her engage
ment to John Grey, but it is some time before she agrees to
marry her cousin George.

As soon

as Alice decides to

marry George for better or worse, she realizes her mistake
and heartily repents of her action. Although Alice would
have been a great help to George as he pursues a political
career, all he really needs is her money.

He wants his

cousin mostly to thwart John Grey, who is his unspoken
enemy.

Alice soon learns that she still loves Grey, that

she always

has, but

mind again.

she feels

she must

not change her

She has a reputation as a "jilt", but it is

with her own conscience that she must battle.

When she

finally rejects George and recognizes him as the louse he
is, she vows to remain single.

Grey, however, has not

stopped loving Alice and repeats his proposal of marriage
several times.

After much determination and persistence,

Grey succeeds in marrying Alice,

and good fortune is

restored to all.
..Y.a.ni�Y .E...a..1.I carries the sub-title "A Novel Without a
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Hero," indicative of the lack of a single main character.
In fact, Y.an��y E�.i.l?. traces the lives of two young ladies
from the time they leave school together through their
respective marriages.

The two girls,

Becky Sharp and

Amelia Sedley, experience losses and gains of good fortune
throughout the novel.

The girls' paths cross often, some

times showing one gaining good fortune as the other is
losing it.

Becky Sharp begins the novel as a conniving

little fortune seeker.

Her goal in life, similar to the

ultimate Victorian goal, is to have wealth and

social

status; she wants to be presented in high society and will
do whatever is necessary to fulfill her ambition.

Amelia

Sedley, on the other hand, was born into society and never
gives Becky's ambitions a thought.
arranged;

Her marriage is

pre

even her life is to be as someone else dictates.

Her aim in life is to be the adoring wife of Captain George
Osborne.
Becky finally achieves her goal of being presented at
court, but her reign, though mighty, lasts only forty-eight
hours.

Then her false world tumbles down around her,

tainting her with its dust and debris.
ultimately succeeds in the novel.

It is Amelia who

After her first love,

the faithless George Osborne, is torn from her by the
ravages of war, and her famil y faces the horrors of
poverty, s he finds tru e love in the arms of Cap tain
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William Dobbin.

Good fortune returns to Amelia; she is no

longer poor and dependent on the kindness of others and is
now loved for herself.
If one combines the characters of Becky Sharp and
Amelia Sedley of

Vanity ..E..a..iJ: and consider the two together

as the main character, then all three mid-Victorian novels
s hare a s triking similari ty.

In each novel,

the main

character is a young woman who has had no strong parental
influence, is old beyond her years, cares little about
money or social status, and gains all good for tune has to
offer by the end of the novel: adequate wealth, a wonderful
husband, good standing in the community, and a feeling of
self-worth.

It is amazing that three worthy authors such

as Dickens, Trollope, and Thackeray

would each produce

novels with such similar main characters.

However, when

one considers the audience for whom these men were writing,
the amazement vanishes.

A sizeable portion of the

pub lic of the mid -1800's

was

reading

made up of women w h o

vicariously enjoyed the experiences o f the characters.3
These women wept when life was hard and good fortune disap
peared from the lives of the

characters, and rejoiced when

good fortune was restored to the character s. The women
themselves most likely led rather dull and s tatic lives;
one might say the Victorian psyche needed the losses and
gains of good fortune, the high and low points, to mirror
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and

enhance its own existence.

The low points serve to

remind one that life can not always be ideal and that one
should relish the good times for they never last.

Conflict

and tension between characters, even among real people, are
needed to reflect growth and change.

Chapter II
The

Installment Five

pattern of plot in Number V manifests itself as a

period of loss, a time when good fortune has been replaced
by ill fortune.

Installment five contains the first common

loss of good fortune in each novel.
served their purpose;

Numbers I-IV have

they have introduced the characters

and have set the stage for the inevitable loss of good
fortune.

In the first four installments, characters are

for the most part shown as happy, and comfortable (some
times waiting for an expected time of good fortune, i.e.,
Alice Vavasor has accepted John Grey and looks forward to
her marriage--until she thinks too much about it). Although
there might be the ups and downs of

everyday life in

Numbers I-IV, the first major loss of good fortune occurs
in Number V.
For Amy Dorrit,
rather static.

life in Numbers one I-IV has been

She has a daily routine of caring for her

father and going out into the real world to do her needlework.

The fourth installment even shows an improvement in

Amy's life, for it brings Amy and Arthur Clennam together
in friendship.

The fifth installment, however, begins a

phase of loss for Amy Dorrit and her friends.
T he troub le between Mrs.
Flintwinch is

Clen na m and

Jeremi ah

hinted at and seeds of mystery are sown.
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Arthur

Clennam

is aware that there is trouble in his

mother's house, but he does not know what to do.
to Mrs. Flintwinch (Affery) to try to

He goes

discover the root of

the problem, but she is totally uncooperative:
After tea there came a knock at the
door announ cing Arthur.
Mistress
Affery went down to let him in, and he
said on entering, "Affery, I am glad
I w a n t to ask you a
i t ' s you .
question." Affery immediately replied,
"F or g o o d n e s s s ake d o n ' t ask m e
nothing, Arthur!
I am frightened out
of one hal f of my life, and dreamed out
of the other.
Don't ask me nothing!
I
don't know which is vhich, or what is
what!"--and immediately started alay
from him, and came near him no more.
Arthur decides he cannot help
the problem,

his m other until he finds

and since no one will help him--including his

m other--he determines not to worry at all.

Mrs. Clennam

has lost good fortune; she does not have peace of mind, and
her son cannot help her.
Rather

than

worry,

friends, the Meagles.

Arttur

decides

to

visit

his

He had met the family on his journey

from India to England and finds them very comfortable to be
with.

As Arthur walks across the fields on the way to the

Meagleses' cottage,

he debates w hether or not he should

allow himself to fall in love with the young Miss Meagles.
His decision to remain a bachelor for life reveals a direct
loss of good fortune's element of romance:

"He came to the
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final resolution that he would fill.t. allow himself to fall in
love with Pet" {p. 239).
his life at a later date,

Rom ance is not likely to enter
for Arthur considers himself

"over the hill" and too old for such foolishness. He will
probably not

fal 1 in 1 ove with

the young Amy Dorrit, for

he has already put her in her category in his mind.

She is

• • • a leading and constant subject:
for the circumstances of his life,
united to thos e of her own story ,
presented the little creature to him as
the only per son between whom and
himself there were ties of innocent
reliance on one hand, and affectionate
p r otection on the other; t i es of
compassion, respect, unselfish, inter
est, gratitude, and pity. Thinking of
her, and of the possibility of her
father's release from prison by the
unbarring hand of death--the only
change of circumstance he could foresee
that might enable him to be such a
friend to her as he wished to be, by
alter- ing her whole manner of life,
smoothing her rough road, and giving
her a home--he regarded her, in that
perspective, as his adopted daughter,
his poor child of the Marshalsea hushed
to rest. {p.231)
In other words, Arthur does not even perceive Amy Dorrit as
a romantic possibility.
For Amy Dorrit herself, Number Vis not a very happy
time of life.

She has a suitor,

the y oung son of the

turnkey, but when he makes his feelings known to her, he
only succeeds in upsetting her.

Amy has gone walking on

the bridge, wanting to be alone, when Young John finally
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meets up with

her:

"He walked on, and she did not appear

to hear his steps until he was close upon her.

When he

said, 'Miss Dorrit!' she started and fell back from him,
with an expression in her face of fright and something like
dislike that caused him unutterable dismay" (p. 260).
Amy!

Poor John!

Poor

Amy is quite unsettled by John's approach

and does not know what to do.
her eyes and hurries away.

She puts her handkerchief to

The turnkey's son does not know

what to do either:
To Young John, who had never seen
her bereft of her quiet self-command,
who had seen her from her infancy ever
so reliable and self-suppressed, there
was a shock in her distress, and in
having to associate himself with it as
its cause, that shook him from his
great hat to the pavement. (p. 261)
Amy Dorrit convinces her would-be lover that she is not the
mate for him, and he goes away feeling absolutely wretched.
Amy, whom he leaves sitting on the bridge, feels little
better.

She was content with her life before Young John

Chivery revealed his passion, but she has lost her good
fortune in terms of happiness.

Now Amy Dorrit has a con-

stant reminde r that she has been the cause of another's
unhappiness.
For the characters of �fill 1.QM �Qrg�y� �tl, installment five is a time of unsettle d anxiety.

Number IV

announced Alice Vavasor 1 s decision to jilt John Grey and
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revealed George Vavasor's delight with the news.

Number V

b rings many characters to a low point in their lives, the
first of the novel.
As mentioned, George is thrilled with Alice's decisi on.

The way is now clear for him to pursue her for her

money and aid in his political career.

He does not depend

upon Alice alone for support in his new profession; he goes
to the hunt at Edgehill to see what aid, moral or monetary,
he can drum up. At the hunt, a portrait is drawn of George,
an honest though unflattering one. It exposes George as a
poor spirit, unable to accept defeat with good grace:
He ne ver rode
in a cro wd, al ways
keeping himself somewhat away from men
as well as hounds.
He would often be
thrown out, and then men would hear no
On such
more of him for that day.
occasions he did not sh ow himself, as
other men do, twenty minutes after the
fox has been killed or run to ground,-
but bet o ok himself home by himself,
going thr ough the byeways and lanes,
thus leaving no report of his failure
to be spoken of by his compeers.5
For once, however, George does not disgrace himself at this
particular hunt. In fact, he excels, finishing first, and
does not even gloat or brag. He is too busy seeking political allies.

In this, as in most areas of his life, George

is a failure, for he makes no helpful alliances.
of financial status and social status,

In terms

Ge orge has not

gained go od fortune; he will be unable to succeed in his
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intended career without money and the right friends.
Burgo Fitzgerald, a friend of George, is also unsuccessful in most facets of his life.

His one great attempt

to make something of himself almost left him triumphant; he
almost became husband to one of England's wealthiest young
women.

He laid his customary haphazard plans, and unfortu-

nately for Burgo, the young lady's family interceded.

They

absolutely did not want Lady Glencora to marry a born loser
and gambler such as Burgo.

At the same hunt at Edgehill

in which George wins, Burgo loses.

The portrait of him is

little better than that of George.
The hardest riders there had already
crossed from the road into the country,
and were go ing well to the hounds,
ignorant, some of them, of the brook
b e f ore t he m, and o thers unheedin g.
F o r e m o s t a m o n g t he m w a s Burgo
Fitzgerald,-- Burgo Fitzgerald, whom no
man had ever known to crane at a fence,
or to hug a road, or to spare his own
neck or his horse's.
And y e t p o or
Burgo seldom finished well,--coming to
repe ated grief in this matter of his
huntin g, as he did so constantly in
other matters of his l ife. (p. 205)
Poor Burgo does indeed end up in a fine mess during the
Edgehill hunt. As he tries to cross the

brook mentioned

above, his horse falls and breaks its neck.
George, makes every effort to enjoy life
and to allow
George,

someone else to foot the bill.

Burgo is a failure.

Burgo, like

to its fullest
However, like

Number V reveals Burgo's
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extreme loss of good fortune when Lady Glencora gives in to
her relatives

and marries

Plantagenet

Palliser.

The

element of romance is gone from Bur go's life; he will not
pursue another woman with the same zest.
Alice's distant relatives
rejection of Mr. Grey.

are not pleased at her

They think the union would have

benefited the family, and they do not enjoy being related
to a " jilt."

Lady Macleod, the only aunt Alice knows and

exchanges visits with, tells Alice "that those noble rela
tives had heard of the treatment to which Mr Grey was being
subjected,

and had expressed their great sorrow,-- if not

dismay or anger."
the

Lady Macleod does not relate the rest of

noble opinions

for fear of

Alice's reaction: "Lady

Midlothian had said that it would be dis graceful to the
family, and Lady Glencora's aunt, the Marchioness of Auld
Reekie,
wanted"

had demanded to be told what it
{p.

217).

Had Alice he ard all of the noble

opinions, she would not
Alice cares

little

was the girl

for

have changed

her decision at all.

royalty and her noble relatives

and nothing at all for their opinions.
In fact, when Alice does receive an opinion from one
of her noble relatives,

a letter of censure from Lady

Midlothian, she grows extremely angry. She is galled that a
woman who has never laid eyes on
tate her

life.

her should try to

dic

Alice is so indignant that she will not
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condescend even

answer Lady Midlothian's letter. She

to

is so incensed by that letter that
tion from her cousin

Lady

she refuses an invita

Glencora, explaining

"frankly

that she did decline, because she thought it probable that
she might meet Lady Midlothian.

Lady Midlothian, she said,

had interfered unwarrantably in her affairs, and she did
not wish to make her acquaintance" (p. 222).

To

this,

Glencora hastily replies that no such subterfuge was plan
ned, that Glencora would not betray her friend and cousin.
After two days of debate, Alice finally relents and accepts
the invitation to
Pallisers.

Matching P riory,

the home of the

Alice's refusal of John Grey and his proposal

of marriage causes her good fortune to disappear.

Alice no

longer has romance in her life, nor does she have peace of
mind or peace and

quiet--her

relatives persist in making

Alice remember her broken promise.
The

focus of

Number V then

shifts to Kate Vavasor

as she visits with her widowed Aunt Greenow.

Kate's

sojourn with her aunt is no misfortune, though neither is
it a n i d eal v a c atio n.

A u nt G reenow has two zeal ous

suitors, and she constantly tries to convince Kate to set
her sights on one of them.

Kate consistently declines,

preferring to remain single:
month with her aunt at Norwich,

"Kate undertook to stay a
and Mrs Greenow undertook

that Mr Cheesacre shoul d declare himself as Kate's lover,
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before the expiration of the month.

I t was in vain that

Kate protested that she wanted no such lover, and that she
would reject him if he came" (p.224).
Mrs. Greenow's suitors are constantly at odds with
each other.

Cheesacre lends

Staunch rivals throughout,

Bellfield a sum of money with the

understanding

Bellfield will then remo ve himself from the scene.
thinks he has succ eeded,

that
He

for he no longer runs into

Bellfield when he visi ts the widow.

Since Cheesacre, a

f armer, only comes to town on market days

he is unaware

that Bellfield has not only continued his visits but comes
even more frequently.

Both men propose to Mrs. Greenow,

but she continues to play them against each other. Neither
will admit defeat for fear the other might succeed, and so
the contest carries on into future installments.
Installment five of

Vanity .E.a.i.J: opens just after Becky

Sharp has told the elder Sir Pitt Crawley that she cannot
marry him, that she is already married.
sorry

to be in suc h

Crawley is

a plight;

exactly what she sought.

the

Becky is truly

posi tion of Lady

Life in the remainder

of Number V

shows little improvement for Becky and her

companions.

Misfortune follows misfortune for the entire

cast.
Mrs. Firkin and

Miss Briggs, members

of the wealthy

Miss Crawley's household in Park Lane, overhear Sir Pitt's
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proposal to Becky, but they run to

tel l Miss Crawley of

Becky's refusal before they hear Becky say she
married.

Miss Crawley is astounded that a mere governess

has spurned
Crawley

is already

the offer of a baronet.

As long as

Miss

does not know whom Becky has married, she remains

a kind and generous benefactoress:
"Af ter such con d u c t on
Rebe cca ' s
said
Miss
p a r t ,"
Crawley
enthusiastically, "our family should do
Find out who is the tlll..t.,
something.
I'll set him up in a shop; or
Briggs.
order my portrait of him, you know,
speak to my cousin , the Bishop-- and
I ' 11 .d..Q...t.su:: B e c k y , a n d w e ' 11 h a v e a
wedding, Briggs, and you shall mgke the
breakfast, and be a bridesmaid."
As Becky Sharp leaves the Park Lane mansion, she leaves a
note on a pin cushion revealing that she is married to none
other than Captain Rawdon Crawley, the favorite nephew of
Miss Crawley.
Unfortunately for Becky, Mrs.

Bute Crawley arrives at

Park Lane and plants herself in the very spot that Becky
has vacated.

Mrs. Bute attempts to

serve Miss Crawley in

the same capacit y Becky did, but whereas Becky made every
effort to adapt herself to the old woman, Mrs. Bute tries
to reform Miss
urges

Crawley.

Miss Crawley to

does not urge too

Mrs. Bute, a minister's wife,

repent of her many sins though she

m uch since she

benefit from Miss Crawley 1 s will.

wants her family

to

Becky's good fortune is
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lost in terms of social status; she is no longer welcome in
the home of her former mistress, Miss Crawley. Becky's good
fortune is lost in terms of financial status, also.

While

she was with Miss Crawley and Sir Pitt, she was not responsible for the bills she incurred.

Now she must use all of

her assets to avoid paying her bills.
While Becky sits in her new home with her new piano
and her new husband hoping
come

around,

graces,

that

will

soon

forgive Rawdon, and restore him to her good

Amelia Sedley is suffering her own series of

misfortunes in Russell Square.
ver y

Miss Crawley

Once her famil y had

well-to -do, but in Number V

fortune, and the house and

been

her family loses its

most of its contents

auctioned off:
How changed the house is, though!
The front parlor is patched over with
bills, setting forth the particulars of
the f ur ni t ure in st aring capi tals.
They have hung a shred of carpet out of
an upstairs window--a half dozen of
porters are lounging on the dirty steps
--the hall swarms with dingy guests
of Oriental countenance, who thrust
printed cards into your hand and offer
to bid. Old amateurs have invaded the
upper apartments, pinching the bed
curtains, poking unto the feathers,
shampooing the mattresses, and clapping
the war dro b e drawers to an d f r o .
Enterprising young housekeepers are
measuring the looking-glasses and hang
ings to see if they will suit the new
menage--(Snob will brag for years that
he has pur chased this or that a t
Dives's sale), and Mr Hammerdown is
sitting on the great mahogany dining-

are being
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table, in the dining-room below, waving
the ivory hammer, and employing all the
arti fices of eloquence, enthusiasm,
ent reaty,
reason,
despair . .
(p.205)
The poor Sedleys have lost everthingl
value from their former li fe
Amelia used to play.

The only item of

they keep is the piano that

Unknown to the family, Captain Dobbin

bid for the piano at the auction and outbid the Rawdon
Crawleys.

Dobbin takes the piano to the Sedleys'

new home where Amelia believes that George
her with this gift.

humble

has remembered

Dobbin does not correct her mistake.

The situation g rows worse for the Sedleys.

Not only

have they lost all their belongings, they are shunned by
their f riends.

John Osborne, whom Mr. Sedley set up in

business, has gone so far as to for bid George even to see
Amelia.

Sedley and Osborne had arranged a marriage between

their children many years ago, and George and Amelia had
grown accustomed to their fate.

Now Osborne insists that

the engagement be broken:
Whe n t h e g r eat c r a s h c a m e - - t h e
announcement of ruin, and the departure
from Russell Square, and the declara
tion that all was over between her and
George--all over between her and love,
her and happiness, her and faith in the
wor l d--a b rutal letter from Joh n
Osborne told her in a few curt lines
that her father's conduct had been of
such a nature that all engagements
between the families were at an end -
when the final award came, it did not
shock her so much as her parents, as
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her mother rather expected (for John
Sedley himself was entirely prostrate
in the ruins of his own affairs and
shattered honour). (p.218)
Indeed, life for the Sedleys looks dismal.
Old John Sedley grows almost as bitter as old Osborne
over the matter of the engagement and orders Amelia to
"b anish Geor ge f rom her mind,

and to return all the

presents and letters which she had ever had from him" (p.
219).

Amelia promises to do as her father demands, but she

is unable to return George's letters:
It was over these few worthless papers
that she b rooded and b rooded.
She
lived in her past life--every letter
seemed to recall some circumstance of
it. How well she remembered them al 1 !
His looks and tones, his dress, what he
said and how--these relics and remem
brances of dead affection were all that
were left her in the world.
And the
business of her 1 ife, was--to watch the
corpse of Love. (p. 219)
Poor Amelia pines for George; she longs for her own death
so that she might always follow him without his father's
censure.
The love that Captain Dobbin harbors for Amelia is
recognized by no one in the novel except Bec ky Sharp.
Bec ky sees his love in his eyes and uses that fact to her
advantage.

The Captain loves Amelia so much he cannot bear

for her to be unhappy.

Through his unselfish love,

Dobbin
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dares to urge George to stand up for himself and defy his
father.

He incites George to

rebel and convinces him that

his duty lies in making Amelia happy.

George is easily

per suade d to follow Dobbin's suggestions, for old Osborne
has gone too far and ordered George to marry an heiress to
whom George has taken a dislike.

The news arrives that

George's (and Dobbin's) regiment has been called to the war
in Belgium, and George begins actively
an unreal game.

to think of war as

He scorns his father and goes to visit

Amelia; upon his arrival at her humble home, he sends her a
note: " 'I must see you,' the letter said.
dearest love--dearest wife,

'Dearest Emmy--

come to me'"

(p. 225).

In

spite of his father's threats, George goes to Amelia and
asks her to marry him.

Installment five d raws to a close

as the reader must imagine the tender meeting of the
estranged lovers.
Number V in all three mid-Victorian novels is, indeed,
a low point. In Little Dorrit, Amy Dorrit's employer, Mrs.
Clennam, loses her peace of mind. Arthur Clennam cannot
help his mother; in ad dition,
able of romance. Little

he believes himself incap

Amy's lover, Young John Chivery,

is g reatly disappointed to learn the object of his love
does not return his passion.In .QJUl .I.QJl Forgive .fuu:1,

Alice

Vavasor lear ns how painful it is to be a "jilt," and her
cousin George and his friend Burgo are revealed as fail-
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ures.

Alice's relatives cannot rest easy until they have

done their duty, that is they must censure Alice for her
ill-behavior since she has no mother.

Kate Vavasor is not

very happy with Aunt Greenow trying to find her a match,
and Mrs. Greenow's pair of suitors battle for the widow's
h and and fortune.
esteemed household of Miss Crawley to be the wife of poor
Rawdon Crawley.

The wealthy Miss Crawley is left in the

overly-capable hands of Mrs. Bute Crawley, who hopes to
gain the old woman's favor.

Amelia Sedley and her family

endure a series of misfortunes.

They lose their home and

its contents, their self-esteem, their friends, and poor
Amelia loses the love of her life, George Osborne.

Captain

Dobbin is unhappy because his beloved Amelia is wretched at
losing George.

George Osborne rebels against his father

and risks being disinherited when he goes to Amelia.
in all,

All

Number V is not a pleasant installment; almost

every character must endure one or more hardships.

Chapter III

Installment Nine

The ninth installment of the typical serial novel
carries on the pattern of rhythmic loss and gain of the
Victorian goals ha ppiness and g o od fortune.

Installment

Number IX, like Number V, reveals the characters as the y
experience an extended time of trouble.
figures,

For some of the

Number IX is a period of absolute devastation,

while for others the ninth installment is simply a series
of misfortunes.
For the cast of 1..1.��i� �Q.i::.r:.i.�, the ninth installment
is a time of major irritations or minor

disaster. Number

IX contains the entry of the villain, the evil Blandois.
He arrives at Mrs. Clennam's house:
When Mr and Mrs Flintwinch panted up
to the d o or of the old house in the
twilight, Jeremiah within a second of
Affer y, the str anger started back .
"Death of my soul!" he exclaimed. "Why
how did you get here?" (p. 396)
The stranger has apparently mistaken Jeremiah for someone
else, but whom? His
the story.

mistake brings

an air of mystery into

How might this evil-lo oking man know Jeremiah?

Blandois' true identity is hinted at to the reader when he
goes to the tavern for the night:
. here in dry clothes and scented
linen, with sleeked hair, a great ring
on each forefinger and a massive show
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of watch chain, M r Blandois waiting
for his dinner, lolling on a window
seat with his knees drawn up, looked
(for all the difference in the setting
of the jewel) fearfully like a certain
Monsieur Rigaud who had once so waited
for his breakfast, lying on the stone
ledge of the iron grating of a cell in
av i11aino u s d u ngeo n at M arse i11e s. (p.
40 1 )
Monsieur Rigaud, with whom Blandois is being compared, was
e xhibited in Number

I

where

allegedly murdering his wife.
men are strikingly similar;

j ail for

he was in

The table manners of the two
both men are

avariciously collect their food about them.

greedy and
The descrip-

tion of Blandois continues:
On this man , with his mou stache
going up and his nose coming down in
that most evil of smiles, and with his
s u r f a c e e y e s l oo king a s if t h ey
belonged to his dyed hair, and had had
their natural power of reflecting light
stopped by some simil ar process ,
Nature, always true, and never working
in vain, had set the mark, Beware!
It
was not her fault, if the warning were
fruitless.
She is never to blame in
any su ch in s tan ce. (p • 4 0 2 )
With this explicit caution, one can only wonder what evil
Blandois will do to whom.
Number IX

also

hails the

entry of the Plornish

family and Old Nandy in .L..i..t..U.� QQ�ll�,
causes

Little Dorrit such pain.

who unwittingly

Old

Plornish's father, and he is described as

Nandy is M rs.
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some meager, wrinkled, yellow old man
(who might be supposed to have dropped
from the stars, if there were any star
in the h e a v e n s dull en ough to be
suspected of casting off so feeble a
spark), creeping along with a scared
air, as though bewildered and a little
frightened by the n oise and bustle . .
Mrs Plorn ish's father,--a p o or
little reedy piping old gentleman, like
a worn-out bird; who had been in what
he called the music-binding business,
and met with great misfortunes, and who
had seldom been able to make his way,
or to see it or to pay it, or to do
anything at all with it but find it no
thoroughfare,--had retired of his own
a ccord to the Workhouse which was
a ppo inted by law to be the Go od
(p.
Sa maritan of his district. .
413-4)
The Plornish family, in its poverty, sees Amy Dorrit's
visits and kindness as a blessing and

never realizes that

the friendship is unwelcome to the rest of the Dorrits.
Amy herself is so good that she is completely unaware that
her own family views the Plornish family and the rest of
Bleeding Heart Yard

as inferiors until she accompanies Old

Nandy through the Marshalsea gates.
As Amy and Old Nandy walk up to the prison gates,
Fanny approaches

them from the other direction.

Amy and

Old Nandy are "within five minutes of their destin ation,
when , at the corner of her own street, they came upon Fanny
in her new bonnet bound for the same port" (p.

417).

Fanny

is shocked and indignant; she can not believe what Amy has
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done:

"'Well!

I could have believed

a great deal of you,

but I don't think even I could have believed this, even of
you!'" (p. 417).

Amy is confused, wounded, and astonished

at Fanny's tirade.

She does not even know what her crime

is; she is guilty of "coming along in the open streets, in
the broad light of day,

with a Pauper!" (p.

418).

retains her composure and continues to escort
into the prison yard.

Amy

Old Nandy

William Dorrit has witnessed his

youngest daughter's behavior and is horrified.

William

Dorrit is " cut to the soul" and says to Amy, "'Humiliation
I have been spared until this day.

Through all my troubles

there has been that--Spirit in myself, and that--submission
to it, if I may use the term, in those about me, which has
spared me--ha--humiliation.
it'" (p.

have keenly felt
distraught that

But this day,
419-20).

this minute,

I

Amy is completely

she has caused her beloved father such

agony and distress.

She begs his forgiveness, tells him

she meant no harm and that she thought he would have
extended the same courtesy to one so needing of it, so he
pardons her and asks her to think no more of it.

Amy

Dorrit, in the scene with Old Nandy, loses her good fortune
in terms of self-worth; she has hurt and humiliated both
her father and her sister--though it was unintentional,
was done.

it

The peace of the Dorrit family was jeopardized

through Amy's careless action.
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In Number IX,

Amy Dorrit's suitor Young John Chivery,

the son of the turnkey, deliver s a message to Mr. Dorrit
and sees Amy in her abject misery over Old Nandy.

Young

John has a habit of writing his own epitaph and changing it
each time he encounters a new situation.

When he witnesses

Amy's grief-stricken face, he writes a new epitaph that
reads,
Here lay the body of John Chivery, Who,
Having at such a date, beheld the idol
of his life, In grief and tears, And
feeling unable to bear the harrowing
spectacle, Immediately repaired to the
abode of his humble parents, And termi
nated his existence by his own rash
act. (p. 421)
Poor John Chivery; though he and Amy grew up and played
together, she fails to see him in a romantic light.
barely recognizes the fact that he is alive.
victim of unrequited love is

also unhappy in

She

Thus this
Number IX;

he is constantly reminded that he has lost the element of
romance once again.
The message that Young John delivers to William Dorrit
is from Arthur Clennam;

Clennam has sent a 'testimonial'

and a note to the effect that he will be coming by for a
visit.

The money and visit from Clennam cause a major row

in the Dorrit household.

This family argument reveals the

Dorrits in a state of decline.
ling apart.

They are practically fal-

Good fortune has fled from Little Dorrit's
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family.

Tip

As Clennam's call is drawing to a close,

Dorrit comes in: "He kissed Amy as she started up to meet
him,

nodded to Fanny, nodded to his father, gloomed on the

visitor without further recognition and sat down " (p. 426).
Amy reprimands her brother for his rudeness, but Tip does
not change his manner; he

continues to ignore Clennam.

He

expects Clennam to understan d his behavior, for he says,
"' In short,

I suppose the visitor will understand that

hasn't used me like a gentleman' " (p. 427).

he

Tip had sent a

letter to Clennam in which the young man asked for a loan.
Clennam responded, begging to be excused even though he
might easily have accommodated Tip's

request.

As William

Dorrit grows aware of the situation, he becomes angry.
his mind,
for

Tip has violated

the money.

Dorrit

accepts

are expected,

the "proper

As the Father of the

spirit " by

asking

Marshalsea,

the "testimonials" because,

although

he does not explicitly ask for them.

Dorrit is outraged and insulted by Tip's request,

In

Mr.
they
Mr.

yet even

by the end of the argument, Tip does not think he has done
wrong.

Poor William Dorritl

"carries on" with a livery

First his favorite child

(Old Nandy), and then his only

son humiliates him by begging for money and then being
extremely rude to a guest who has just given Mr. Dorrit a
"testimonial."
The ninth installment brings trouble after trouble,
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then, to Amy Dorrit.

Although

she has only good inten-

tions, she causes her father much sorrow, and then she must
witness the scene between her father and brother.

Her role

as keeper of the peace offers her no reward,

not even

thanks.

She calms and comforts her father after the scene

with Tip,
follows.

and then Mr. Dorrit leaves his room,

and Tip

Clennam stays, for the object of his visit was to

speak with his Little Dorrit alone.
words, Amy breaks into tears.

At Clennam's kind

In an effort to cheer her

up, Clennam tells Amy of his decision not to fall in love
and marry,

considering himself wiser for the decision:
"I found out my mistake, and I thought
about it a little--in short, a good
deal-- and got wiser. Being wiser, I
counted up my years and considered what
I am, and looked back, and looked
forward, and found that I should soon
I found that I had c limbed
be grey.
the hill, and passed the level ground
upon the top, and was descending
quickly." (p. 432)

Although these words are

intended to comfort Amy, they

instead cause her to feel a pang in her little heart,
very sharp pang.

a

His words, like a cruel knife twisting in

an open wound, send shooting pains through poor Amy, for
she has discovered that she loves him!
has never c rossed Clennam's mind:
little

creature with her worn

This possibility

"He saw the devoted

shoes, in her common dress,

in her jail-home; a slender child in body, a strong heroine
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in soul; and the light of her domestic story made all else
d ark to him" (p. 433 ).

Arthur Clennam is blind

not to

have seen Amy's secret, espec ially when he finally leaves
and asks Amy to trust him.

She pales and trembles before

him, but he takes no notice of her reaction.

However, he

will remember the scene much later in the story.
closes

Number IX

with an astounding secret about to be revealed.

Installment nine of ��n IQM �Qr.gi� H�1, like the
ninth installment of Little Dorrit, carries its characters
through a series of varied misfortunes.

The source of

depression for �� IQM �Qr.&.i.� H�r1 lies at the end of
N um b er V III w hen Alice a c c epts George's proposal o f
marriage.

(See Appendix-- Graph #2.) Although Alice has

laid down certain conditions which must be met prior to the
ceremony, her immediate family is not consoled.
John Vavasor, Alice's father, is completely opposed to
the proposed union of the cousins:

"'I think so badly of

him,' he said, speaking to the old man of George, 'that I
would rather know that almost any other calamity was to
befall her, than that she should be united to him'" (p.
365).

John Vavasor

continues his description of his fu

ture son-in-law: "George was thoroughly bad, that he was an
adventurer; that he believed him to be a ruined man, and
that he would never reform" (p. 366).
The "old man" in question is none other than the
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squire, father of John and grandfather of Alice, George,
and Kate.

The squire and George have quarrelled, and the

squire tells John he will only bless Alice's marriage if
John will.
grandson

Otherwise, he will remain unreconciled to
and heir.

his

Alice, however, convinces the squire

that George is w orth a second chance.

The grandfather

relents and gives Alice a message for George.

"'You may

tell him that I will never see him again unless he begs my
pardon for his personal bad conduct to me, but that if he
marries y ou, I will take care that the property is properly
settled upon his child and yours'" (p. 366).
begins to feel that she has a friend in her
(friendship
an enemy,

Thus Alice
grandfather

is, of course, an element of good fortune) and

"uncompro mising though probably not energetic, n

in her father.

Her father's opposition is a loss of good

fortune--one should have respect for one's parent as well
as have the respect of one's parent.
Alice and her father have a rare father-daughter talk
in which John attempts to dissuade Alice from marrying the
scoundrel George.

During the ensuing conversation,

Alice

informs her father that although she has accepted George,
she has insisted they wait a full year to get married.
Alice is aware that George wants her
defends him nonetheless.

for her money, but

She tells her father that both

she and George have changed; although she once rejected
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him, she is now prepared to surrender herself and her money
to aid him in his political career.

She intends to marry

him and tr y to " bring him to other things ."

At her

father's reminder of her earlier rejection of George, Alice
replies, "'We were both much younger then, and looked at
life with other eyes than those which we now use.

For

mysel f I expected much then, which I now seem hardly to
regard at all;

and as for him, he was then at tached to

pleasures to which I believe he has now learned to be
indifferent'" (p. 370).

Alice honestly believes George

has given up gam bling and his other vices, and she is
willing to abandon all hope of a passionate marriage and
settle for being useful to her husband.
his

Her

father offers

advice, responding:
"Well, Alice, as your father, I can
only implore you to pause before you
commit yoursel f to his hands. If he
demands money from you, and you are
minded to give it to him, let him have
it in moderation.
Anything will be
better thab marrying him. I know that
I cannot hinder you; you are as much
your ow n mistress,--or rather a great
deal more, as my income depends on my
going to that horrid place in Chancery
Lane. But yet I suppose you must think
something of your father's wishes and
your father's opinion. It will not be
pleasant for you to stand at the altar
without my being there near you." (p.
371)

To which Alice says nothing.

She thinks of how ofte n in
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the past her father had been absent from her side, but is
too respectful to remind him.
Even now, when Alice needs her father's support so
much, he leaves her to contemplate her loss of good fortune
and goes to his club for consolation.
comfort herself.

Alice is left to

After her father leaves, Alice fights a

battle with her conscience, an inward battle that will be
much harder to win than the battle she just had with her
father.

She wonders,
Was her cousin, her betrothed as she
now must regard him, the worthless,
heartless, mercenary rascal which her
father painted him? . . . • He had done
nothing to inspire her with any confi
dence, unless his reckless daring in
coming forward to contest a seat in
Parliament could be regarded as a doing
of something.
And he owned himself to
be a m an alm ost penniless; he had
spoken of himself as being utterly
reckless,--as being one whose standing
in the world was and must continue to
be a perch on the edge of a preci
pice, from which any accident might
knock him headlong. (pp. 372-73)

Alice is frightened at what she has done, and begins to
repent of her decision.

She now realizes that she did love

John Grey, and that she wishes she had accepted his offer.
Now, as she thought of Nethercoats,
with its quiet life, its gardens, its
books, and the peaceful affectionate
ascendancy of him who would have been
her lord and master, her feelings were
very different from those which had
induced her to resolve that she would
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not stoop to put her neck beneath the
yoke. Would it not have been well for
her to have a master who by his wisdom
and strength could save her from such
wretched doubtings
as these? (pp.

373-74)
However,

Alice has chosen George.

While she sits and

ponders her situation, she unconsciously formulates a plan
whereby George could have all of her money before they
marry, and if he should decide to end the engagement after
controlling her small fortune, he could break the engagement with no reproac h from Alice.

In the meantime, she

feels bound not to let George so much as pollute her lips
with a kiss.

She does not love him and it would be hypo-

critical to act as if she did.
Alice torture s herself for hours with her doubts and
suspicions that she has ruined her chance for good fortune
and is shocked when one of the objects of her thoughts
arrives for a visit.

Alice has been so busy regretting the

past and contemplating the future that she never even
entertained the idea that George might possibly come to see
his fiancee.
George

In fact,

Alice would have preferred that

waited and not come for weeks, even months.

that George has come so soon,
Alice;

his very

Now

presence unsettles

the fact that he adopts a lover-like attitude

upsets her even more.

She is not yet ready for the outward

signs of the engagement.

George ignores

Alice's obvious
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discomfort and talks on and on of the plans they must make
for their shared future.

"It was not his fault," thinks

Alice, "if at this moment he inspired her with disgust
rather than with love" (p. 376).

Alice

retreats, both by

saying little and by moving away from George, but he does
not stop in his professions of gratefulness and love.
Unfortunately, George insists that Alice show him some
affection, that she say she is happy to call him husband.
Alice is unable to do as she is bid:
Not for worlds could she have said
so at this moment. It was ill-judged
He should
in him to press her thus.
already have seen, with half an eye,
that no such triumph as that which he
now demanded could be his on this occa
sion. He had had his triumph when, in
the solitude of his own room, with
quiet sarcasm he had thrown on one side
of him the letter in which she had
accepted him, as though the matter had
been one almost indifferent to him. He
had no right to expect the double
triumph.
• He should have been
contented with that conviction [that
the money would be useful to him] and
not have required her also to speak to
him soft winning words of love . (p.
377)
Poor Alice!

When she can not reassure George that she

does love him and look forward to being his bride, he
becomes angry.

Even though his chief motive in seeking her

as a w ife was to g a in access to her fortune, he was
relishing taking her away from his enemy,

John Grey.
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George, in a slow and angry voice, offers to absolve Alice
from her promise to marry him, but poor Alice is too terrified of George's reaction to do so.

She does, however,

wish to be left alone for a period of time to "recover her
strength of mind."

Alice continues to fear George and is

again unable to express any happiness about her future with
him as her husband.

George grows so angry that he storms

out of the house before

he does her harm.

One must not

kill the goose that lays the golden egg; if he were to vent
his feelings, Alice might withdraw her monetary support.
After George is gone, Alice sits back with relief, recal
ling the shudder she had b e en unabl e to co ntro l and
George's hostile reaction to it.

She is now quite unhappy

that she ever accepted George's offer and agreed to become
his wife.
The news of Alice's engagement to George causes John
Grey extreme agony ; another major character is suffering
lost good fortune in terms of romance.

Had Alice simply

chosen not to marry Grey himself, Grey might still have
persisted and tried again.

Now that Alice is engaged, it

would not be honorable of him to continue to pursue her.
He has never stopped loving her, and to his thinking, "She
is the finest of God's creatures that I have known.

It may

be that in her future life she will be severed from me
altogether; but I shall not, therefore, think the less well
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of her" (p. 391 ).

Grey goes to see John Vav asor and learns

Vavasor's opinion of George:
"I believe him to be utterly without
principle,--upon the whole about as bad
a man as you may meet. I give you my
word, Greyr that I don't think I know a
worse man. He's going to marry her for
her money; then he will beggar her,
after that he'll ill- treat her, and yet
what can I do?" (p. 392)
John Grey and John Vavasor are at one in their view of
Alice's engagement to George; they both would like to see
it end.

They both would like her to be happy, hopefully

marriedto Grey.

Grey devises

a scheme whereby

he will

b uy out George, who will then abandon Alice since he will
not need her money.

Befo re he puts his plan into effect,

he goes to visit Alice. If she loved George

and were

looking forward eagerly to her wedding, then John Grey
would be honorable, consider himself beaten, and bow out of
the race.

If, on the other hand, he found her unhappy at

the prospect of becoming Mrs. George Vavasor, then he would
do all in his power to help her out of her engagement.
At John Grey's entrance to Alice's parlor, Alice's
"whole frame shuddered as she heard the sweetness of his
voice" (p.394).

This shudder is completely opposite from

her shudder at George's words of love; she thinks,"Oh, if
she could only have been his again!

What madness during

these last six months had driven her to such a plight as
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this!

The old love came back upon her.

gone.

But that trust in his love returned to her,-- that

Nay; it had never

trust which told her that such love and worth would have
sufficed to make her happy" (p. 394).

Alice's newly found

confidence in Grey's love is of no use for her now. She
recognizes that good fortune had been hers, but
made

she has

a commitment to George and intends to keep her word,

this time, even though she will lose the element of romance
that she longs for.
Gre y su c c e e ds in the purpose of his visit.

He

discovers Alice does not, c ould not possibly, love George
and react to his queries as she does. When he

asks her

normal questions, such as "When is the wedding?," she
hesitates, falters, and stutters.

If she were looking

forward to her proposed future, she would have been steady
and sure in her replies.
prepares to go.

With this encouragement, Grey

Before he leaves he renews his vow of love

to Alice:
"Alice," he said, speaking still
very slowly, "nothing has ever yet been
done which need to a certainty separate
you and me. I am a persistent man, and
I do not even yet give up all hope. A
year is a long time. As you say your
self, I do not as yet quite understand
you.
But, Alice,--and I think that
the position in which we stood a few
months since justifies me in saying so
without offense,--! love you now as
well as ever, and should things change
with you, I cannot tell you with how
much joy and eagerness I should take
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you back to my bosom.
My heart is
yours now as it has been since I knew
you." (p. 395)
Grey departs before Alice can utter a word of response, but
one can imagine the thoughts of lost good fortune that fill
Alice's mind.

She probably recall how much she would

rather travel to Nethercoats as Mrs. John Grey than to
suffer the horrors of an ill-fated life as Mrs. George
Vavasor.
For the players of

Yanity .f.ai..I:, the ninth installment

is a period of perpetual anxiety.

Becky and Amelia have

traveled to Brussels with their husbands and the army; the
troops are preparing to go to the battle of Waterloo as the
number opens.

Everyone is very apprehensive over the pos-

sible outcome of the battle: Who will live?

Who will die?

Who will win?
Mrs.
together,
march.

O'Dowd

gathers

her

hu sband's

belongings

packing his travelling valise ready for the
She is less sensitive than most of the other

soldiers' wives, preferring to show her affection in a
practical manner.

Instead of weeping and having a fit of

hysteria, Mrs. 01Dowd foregoes sleep and collects

Major

0 1 Dowd 1 s necessary clothes and supplies so that all is
ready for his early morning departure.

Major

O'Dowd

appears the next morning at dawn looking refreshed
ready to go.

and
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Other, more sentimental, wives are less fortunate and
do not handle the impending separation as well as Mrs.
O'Dowd or the cynical Becky Crawley: "Knowing how useless
regrets are,

and how the indulgence of sentiment only

serves to make people more miserable, Mrs Rebecca wisely
determined to give way to no vain feelings of sorrow, and
bore the parting from her husband with quite a Spartan
equanimity"(p.348).
looming separation so

Captain Crawley does not take the
lightly.

Indeed, Becky has made her

Captain Rawdon so content in the last several months that
he wonders what he will do without her:
Captain Rawdon himself was much more
af fected at the leave-taking than the
resolute little woman to whom he bade
farewell. She had mastered this rude
coarse nature; and he loved and wor
shipped her with all his faculties of
regard and admiration. In all his life
he had never been so happy, as, during
the past few months, his wife had made
him.
All former delights of turf,
mess, hunting-field , and gambling
table; all previous loves and court
ships of milliners, opera-dancers, and
the like easy triumphs of the clumsy
military Adonis, were quite insipid
when compared with the lawful matri
monial pleasures which of late he had
enjoyed. (pp. 348-49)
As Rawdon prepares to leave Becky, he calculates his estate
and makes his last depositions in case he does not survive
the battle.
extra--not

He takes only

the

bare

essentials,

nothing

even a good coat; he wants Becky to be provided

for

in the event he does not return.

nonessential items for Becky's legacy.

Raw don leaves all
He is-trying to arm

her against ill fortune.
Jos Sedley has accompanied

his sister and her husband

to Brussels, but Jos is by no means a soldi er or even the
soldierly type.

He adds to the growing awareness that good

fortune is slipping away.
hand.

At first,

The uncertainties of war are at

Jos' b ra vado is quite pronounced.

He

walks around in a braided hat and a militar y-cut coat and
wears a moustache,

such as

the soldiers do.

However, at

the first sign of danger, his courage begins to fade.

When

the new s of the battle rea ches the town, and the English
are apparently losing,

Jos hurries his servant to help him

rid himself of the soldierly image he wore with pride hours
earlier:
Jos's face grew paler and paler.
Alarm
began to take entire possession of the
stout civilian .
All the cham pagne he
drank brought no courage to him • • • •
But Jos's fear s, great and cruel as
they were already, were destined to
increase to an almost frantic pitch
b e f o r e the ni g ht was ove r •
Isidor swept off the moustachios in no
time with the razor, and heard with an
inexp r e s s i ble del i g ht his master's
order that he s hould fetch a hat and
plain coat. (pp. 369-74)
Poor Jos b ecomes so terri fied that he pays Becky a small
fortune for her horses.

Finally, he can stand the torture
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no longer; he hears the news that the Duke of Wellington is
dead,

so he finalizes his plans to flee.

Amelia refuses to

leave, not knowing whether George is dead or alive; thus,
Jos decamps with his servant,

Isidor.

He is last seen

astride a lively horse on the road to Ghent.
the obese Jos on the

horse,

This image of

awkward and bumbling,

sad though som ewhat comic.

is very

It depicts rather well the

general state of most of the characters--moving quickly
toward a loss of good fortune.
is a living hell.

She

constantly suffers over her separation from George.

The

For poor

Amelia,

Numb er

IX

last sight Captain Dobbin has of

to be "so white, so wild an d despair

to war shows her face
s t r i c ke n"

(p .

Amelia prior to going off

Ame l ia

355).

leave-taking that she

is so up set at

George's

is unable to assist George as he

packs the belongings:

She was wrapped in a white morning
dress, her hair falling on her shoul
d e r s, and her large eyes fixed and
By way of helping the
without light.
and
preparations for the departure,
showing that she too coul d b e useful at
a moment so criti cal, this poor soul
had taken up a sash of George's from
the drawers wher eon it lay, and fol
lowed him to and fro with the sash in
her hand,
looking on mutely as his
packing proceeded. ( p. 355)

Amelia
O'Dowd.

in

her

misery

Whereas Mrs.

is

the

direct

O'Dowd calmly

antithesis

of

M rs.

packs for her husband
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and bravely tells him good-bye,

Amelia follows George

around the room unable to help at all.

The actual depar

ture of George leaves Amelia so hysterical that she is, for
all practical purposes, bedridden.
When Becky comes to call on Amelia, the invalid reacts
first with terror and then becomes angry:
appearance struck Amelia with terror,
back.

"Rebecca's

and made her shrink

It recalled her to the world, and the remembrance of

yesterday.

In the overpowering fears about tomorrow she

had forgotten Rebecca--jealousy--everything
her husband

except that

was gone and in danger" (p. 365).

Amelia is

probably aware that Becky is a threat to her good fortune.
She is happy at last as George's wife, but she knows Becky
wants to take George away from her.

Amelia had turned pale

at Becky's arrival, but as she recalls the note she saw
passed the night before at the ball,

her cheeks grow

flushed as her anger rises. She remembers the note and that
George ignored her the entire evening, seeming to prefer
the com pany of Becky.

Trembling, Amelia refuses to take

the hand Becky offers her; this is the first time in her
life that Amelia has ever spurned a demonstration of goodwill or a ffection.
hand,

She is simply unable to take Becky's

which would symbolize an open forgiveness.

Instead,

Amelia shows her spirit and takes Becky to task.
defends her own good fortune and says,

She
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"I
"Are you well?" said Amelia.
dare say you are.
You don't love your
husband. You would not be here if you
did.
Tell me, Rebecca, did I ever do
you anything but kindness? • • • When
you were quite poor, who was it that
befriended you? Was I not a sister to
You saw us all in happi er days
you?
before he married me. I was all in all
then to him; or w ould he have given up
his fortune, his family, as he nobly
did, to make me happy? Why did you come
between my love and me? Who sent you
to separate those whom God joined, and
take my darling's heart from me--my own
husband ? Do you think you could love
him as I did? His love was everything
to me. You knew it, and wanted to rob
me of it. For shame, Rebecca; bad and
wicked woman--fal se friend and false
wife." (pp. 365-66)
Amelia continues with her harsh reproach, but as she goes
on her w ords lose their strength.

She begins to get

dreamy, thinking of George and how life was in her own mind
and how life in the future might be; Becky sadly slips away
and tells Jos to take care of his deluded sister.
As the fighting at Wate rloo continues and the news
trickles in,

Amelia grows desperate for some word of

George. Amelia

senses the complete loss of good fortune

that is in store for her.

At one point, she "became still

more agitated even than before.
moment to the army.
conduct her thither.

She was for going at that

She besought her brother with tears to
Her doubts and terrors had reached

their paroxysm; and the poor girl, who for many hour s had
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been plunged into stupor, raved and ran hither and thither
in hysteric

insanity--a piteous sight" (p.

379).

However,

when young E nsign Stubble, w oun ded, arrives at the hotel
with the news that George was
was seen,

still alive the last time he

A melia is brought back to life.

In her new

condition, she devotedly nurses the young soldier to better
health.

As long as Amelia has the Ensign to worry over and

nurse, she has no time to fear for George's life.

Unfortu

nately, as number nine clos es, the reader discovers that
George is lying dead on the battlefield,

although Amelia

does not discover the news until installment ten.

George's

death realizes Amelia's worst fears: good fortune

is com

pletely
she
son,

lost.

must

Romance is to be cast out of

spend the rest of her days

her life, and

caring for her young

Georgy.
Thus, Number IX, like Number V, is a low point for the

charac ters of these three mid -Victo rian serial novels.
Number IX is the second major collapse in one or all of the
elements of g ood fortune.
Blandois appears to commit an

In .IJ...t..t.il Q.Q.c..r.il,
as yet unknown

the evil

crime.

Amy

Dorrit disgraces herself and humil iates her father and
sister when she helps Old Nandy.

Her good fortune is lost,

for she cannot think too well of herself for causin g her
loved ones such pain.

Amy's peace of mind does not settle

down, for she must witness the argument between her father
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and brother over the matter of the requested loan from
Clennam.

Little Dorrit wants harmony in her family and

when peace is gone, she is unhappy.

And poor little Amyl

She realizes that she loves Arthur Clennam, but he tells
her that he is too old to fall in love.

There is little

possibility of a romance between Amy and Arthur, one ele
ment of good fortune that Amy Dorrit looks for. (She does
not care about money or social status.)

Number IX of .Q..an

.I..2.1! l..2.r._gi.� �r.1. reve a 1 s th e ch ar act ers' re actions to th e
announcement of Alice's engagement to George Vavasor.
Alice's father is very unhappy; he would rather Alice do
anything than marry her cousin.

John Grey realizes that if

Alice will not marry him, he will probably never marry.
G rey,

like Clennam of �i��il ll.Qrril, will forfeit good

fortune's element of romance if he cannot have the girl he
wants.

(Clennam gives up on romance when he decides not to

fall in love with Pet, the Meagleses' daughter.)
herself, is extremely unhappy in Number IX.

Alice,

She recognizes

all that good fortune had offered her but which she had
declined.

Instead, she has committed herself and her money

to a man she could never love.

In .Y.all.i�Y ui.r, every one

prepares for war and the men go off to battle.
fights with Becky, defending her own good
tries to take it from her.
of the situation

Am elia

fortune as Becky

Jos is helpless to take command

or of his sister,

and

his growing
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inability to cope
their
the

pred icament.

general

Number IX.
tion,

mirrors the growing

there

And so,

state of

affairs

just as
to be

seriousness of

Number V

depressed, so does

At this point, out of a twenty-part
are two

p arts,

showed
publica

Numbers V and IX,

present the characters as they lose their good fortune.

that

Chapter IV

Installment Sixteen

The sixteenth installment of the typical serial novel
continues the rhythmic loss and gain of the Victorian goals
Installment sixteen,

happiness and good fortune.

like

Numbers V and IX, provides the characters with a substan tial period of ill fortune.
with a

This low point

often arrives

devastating blow to the main character, though it

sometimes slips into the story unannounced.
For little Amy Dorrit, Number XVI is, certainly, the
lowest point of her life.

Her adored father becomes very

ill at a social function in Rome.
father have gone to Mrs.

Little Dorrit and her

Merdle's farewell party,

William becomes confused and disoriented.

and

He imagines

himself back in the Marshalsea Prison, the place he had
tried so very hard to forget.

In his mind, he is once

again the Father of the Marshalsea, and so,

when he is

surrounded by Mrs. Merdle's guests, he makes his "welcome
to the prison" speech:
ha

devo lves

upon

"'Ladies and gentlemen,--the duty-

me o f--hum--welcoming you to the

Marshalsea! Welcome to the
Amy

feels

thought is

no

Marshalsea!'" (p. 708).

Little

shame for her father's behavior; her only

to calm him and take him home.

Once the Dorrits are home, William
slowly declines.

Dorrit's health

He tru ly believes he is back in prison
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and asks to see old friends.

Amy tries to distract her

father by bringing in his new friends,

but he fails to

recognize them--including Mrs. General, who was to have
been his wife.

Little Amy faithfully nurses her father,

but her tender care and affection do him little good. In
spite of her love and efforts, William Dorrit's castle in
the air (his plans for his future with Mrs. General), and,
eventually, his life, disintegrate:
Quietly, quietly, all the lines of
the great Castle m elted one after
another. Quietly, quietly, the ruled
and cross-ruled countenance on which
they were traced, beca me fair and
blank.
Quietly, quietly, the reflected
marks of the prison bars and of the
zig-zag iron on the wall-top, faded
away. Quietly, quietly, the face sub
sided into a far younger likeness of
her own than she had ever seen under
the grey hair, and sank to rest. {p.
712)
How unfortunate for Amy Dorritl
person

She is deprived of the one

to whom she has devoted most of her life!

In the

still of the same dreadful night, death deals Amy a second
fatal blow, for her uncle Frederick joins his brother in
eternal peace.

Now, for all intents and purposes, Amy is

alone in the world except for her friend Arthur Clennam.
Tip has never been of any use to Amy, and his father's
death changes nothing;

Fanny is

in England, married to

Edmund Sparkler, and takes little notice of Amy.
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For Arthur Clennam, w ho is in England, life

is not

any better. Since he vowed in Number V not to fall in love,
he has not changed his mind;
fortune's element of romance.
Italy,

his life still lacks good
While Amy

Dorrit suffers in

Clennam endures his own difficulties.

Although

Clennam holds no great love for his mother, he wishes her
no harm,

and when he hears that she is in troubl e,

he

determines to help her. It seems that an evil- looking man
has disappeared from the fa ce of the earth, and he was last
seen at Mrs. Clennam's house.

Clennam himself instigates a

search for the evil-look ing Blandois.

He

starts his

search by heading for Miss Wade's house in Calais.
Calais, a small port, is described as follows: "A low
lying place and a low-spirited place Calais was, with the
tide ebbing out towrds low water-mark" (p. 715).
dash so constantly at the town "that the

The waves

wonder was there

was any Calais left, and that its low gates and low wall
and low roofs and low ditc hes and low sand hills and low
ramparts and flat streets, had not yielded long ago to the
undermining and besieging sea" (p. 715).

The lowness of

this setting exemplifies and amplifies the fact that this
installment is such a low point in the no vel.

In this

specific chapter, as Clennam hunts for Blandois or news of
Blandois,

he once again crosses the path of Miss Wade.

Miss Wade tells Clennam the story of her own past ,

an
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unhappy tale full of hatre d and enmity.

Clennam, however

finds no news of Blandois and returns to England.
Back in England,

Clennam finds reason to question his

own monetary principles and morals.
by his partner,

He has been cautioned

Doyce, not to gamble with the factory's

funds, but Clennam is convinced he has a sure investment,
so he takes the chance anyway.

The conversation between

the partners foreshadows the eventual downfall and financial ruination of Clennam.

Doyce says, "'I have perfect

confi dence in my partner, and I am satisfied that he will
do what is best.

If I have a prejudice connected with
it is against speculating.'"

money and money figures •

Clennam responds, "'It so happens • • • that just now, not
half an ho ur before you came down,
Pancks,

who looked in here.

I was talking with

We both agreed that to travel

out of safe investments is one of the most dangerous, as it
is one of the most common,
deserve the name of vices'"

of those follies which often
(p.

736).

It is not until

number seventeen that Clennam plummets to his low point in
the novel, but number sixteen so clearly leads the reader
to expect his coming ruination that when it does come, it
is no real surprise.

Doyce is so positive that Clennam

will respect his wishes, that the reader must guess that
something will go amiss.

(See Appendix, Graph #1.)

The sixteenth installment of� J_Q_M �Q.r..&�� E&tl
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begins with a setting that is almost as depressed as that
of Calais in ll�� �Qr.Li�-

John Vavasor's office in

Chancery Lane is described: "The dismal set of chambers, in
which the most dismal room had been assigned to Mr Vavasor,
was

not

act ually in

Chancery

Lane.

Opening off from

Chancery Lane are various other small lanes, quiet, dingy
nooks,

some of them in the guise of streets going no

whither, some being thoroughfares to other dingy streets
beyond •

He was not left quite alone in this death

like dungeon" (pp.

639-40).

Mr.

Vavasor's office is not a

very cheerful place, and the similarities to the low-lying
Calais are

unmistakable; both settings are quite dismal

and depressing.
Mr.

Vav asor is at his wits I end about his daughter and

her a ffairs.

Alice has signed her name to four bills for

five hundred pounds each, and has demanded from her father
that he help her make them good.

The bills were written

for George to help him in his political campaign.

At a

loss as to what to do about these bills, Vavasor sends for
John Grey.

Grey is described as "a patient, persevering

man, confident in himself, and apt to trust that he would
accomplish those things which he attempted, though he was
hardly himself aware of any such aptitude" (p. 636).
Vavasor figures that Grey will know what to do.

John

The two

men had already formulated a plan in which any money
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requested from Alice by George should be paid out of John
Grey's account, but Vavasor thinks that two hundred pounds
is too large a sum.

Grey duly arrives at Vavasor's signing

office, and John Vavasor expresses his doubts about how the
money would be repaid.

Grey insists that Vavasor not

worry, that he, Grey, will take care of himself.

Grey's

pat ience and perseverance are amazing; he has never
despaired of Alice in spite of the fact that she has once
promised to marry her

cousin, then

also become engaged to Grey, then
then becomes engaged once more.
never been angry with Alice.

changed her mind, has
changed her mind, and

In fact, John Grey has

Instead, he has

looked upon her rejection of himself,
and her s u b sequent promise to her
cousin, as the effects of a mental
h a l l uc i n a t i o n , v ery m u ch to b e
lamented,--to be wept for, perhaps,
through a whole life, as a source of
terrible sorrow to himself and to her.
But he regarded it all as a disease, of
which the cure was yet possible,--as a
d isease which, though it might never
leave the patient as strong as she was
before, might still leave her alto
gether.
And as he would still have
clung to his love had she been attacked
by any of those illnesses for which
doctors have well-known names, so would
he cling to her now that she was
attacked by a malady for which no name
was known. (p. 637)
Grey's perseverance under the circumstances is absolutely
amazing!

He has already heard from John Vavasor that
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Alice's engagement to George is over, and in his calm
patient way has been gaining confidence that Alice would be
his in the end.

Good fortune's element of romance is in

Grey's vision of the future, but not within reach of that
day, or the next. He must still hope that good fortune will
grant him

the woman he

loves.

Neither John Grey nor

John Vavasor understands Alice, "'Nobody can

understand

her,' said the angry father" (p. 641), but they both love
her anyway and are evidently willing to forgive her.
Lad y Glenc ora Palliser also suffers a low time in
Number XVI: she loses her feeling of self-worth, one of the
elements of good fortune.

The sixteenth installment brings

Glencora to a striking realization that she is possibly so
wicked and w rong that she is unworthy to be a friend to
Alice.

Her self-reproachment is severe; she has actually

entertained adulterous ideas.

(She had waltzed with Burgo,

enjoyed herself immensely, and had toyed with the possi
bility of running away with her former lover.) In spite of
her poor opinion of herself, Glencora begs Alice to accom
pany her and Mr. Palliser as they travel ab road.

At first

Alice declines the invitation, but then Glencora thinks her
own misbehavior has caused Alice's refusal.

Glencora's

self-censure dissolves when Alice insists that she under
stands Glencora's i ndec ision and result i ng behavi or.
Although Alice

does not condone Glencora's bevavior, she
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cannot reproach Glencora because of her own misconduct in
relation to the John Grey matter.

Alice finally

agrees to

accompany the Pallisers on their travels through the conti
nent .
For Alice Vavasor, installment sixteen is a time to
dwell on her own loss of good fortune.

She constantly

berates and belittles herself for her behavior and her
inconsistency in matters of the heart.

As she agrees to

travel with the Pallisers, she thinks:
To her, in her own great troubles, the
absence from London would be as ser
v i c ea b l e a s i t c o u ld b e to La d y
G lencora.
Indeed, she had already
begun to feel the impossibility of
staying quietly at home.
She could
lecture her cousin, whose faults were
open, easy to be defined, and almost
loud in their nature; but she was not
on that account the less aware of her
own.
She knew that she too had cause
to be ashamed of herself. She was half
af r aid to show her face among her
friends, and wept grieviously over her
own follies. Those cruel words of her
father rang in her ears constantly:-
"Things of that sort are so often over
with you." The reproach, though cruel,
was true, and what reproach more gal
ling could be uttered to an unmarried
g irl such as was Alice Vavasor?
She
had felt from the first moment in which
the proposition was made to her, that
it would be well that she should for a
while leave her home, and especially
that drawing room in Queen Anne Street,
which told her so many tales that she
would fain forget, if it were possible.
(pp. 651-52)
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Poor Alice is so miserable that she cannot

bear to remain

in her own home, in her own drawing room.
Much to Alice's regret, her father invites John Grey
to dinner.

She has resolved that even though she will not

marry George, she still will not marry John Grey.
she f eels herself to be so unworthy of being

In fact,

a wife, she

vows never to marry. She prepares to forfeit good fortune's
element of romance
Alice into

for life.

While John Grey escorts

the dining room, Alice realizes what might have

been hers; she recalls where her opinion of men of public
lif e

an d

politics

differed from

Although the two seldom had such
sions, whenever Alice and G rey

Grey 's

opinion.

philosophical
would

discus-

debate politics,

Grey's opinion was always, "'A man can't do anything without giving a reason for it.

There must be men for public

life, of course; but,upon my word, I think we ought to be
very much obliged to them'" (p. 656).

With Alice's

reali-

z ation of what might have been comes an understanding of
the way she feels about John Grey as a husband:
He had never asked her to argue with
him.
He had not condescended so far as
that.
Had he done so, she thought that
she would have brought herself to think
as he thought.
She would have striven,
But she could
at any rate, to do so.
not become unambitious, tranquil, fond
of retirement, and philosophic, without
an argument on the matter,--without
being allowed even the poor grace of
owning herself to be con vinced.
If a
man takes a dog with him from the coun -
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try up to town, the dog must live a
town life without knowing the reason
why;--must live a town life or die a
town death. But a woman should not be
treated like a dog.
"had he deigned to
(p. 656)
discuss it with me!"
The

dinner party at the Vavasor's goes well for Alice

considering the undercurrents.
does not look well;

Grey notices that Alice

her battle with her conscience has

wreaked havoc with her physical well-being.

John Grey is

so pleased at how smoothly the dinner went, that he calmly
and confidently renews his vow of love and his offer of
marri a ge.

Before Alice can reply, he informs her that he

will give her some time for rest, but that he will come and
visit her somewhere in Europe while she travels with the
P a llis ers.

He himself does not enjoy surprises ,

so he

gives Alice "fair warning."
The plot of installment sixteen also
point

the minor characters of .Q.fili ToJ.i

brings to a low

Forgive

.!itl.1°

Kate

Vavasor has suffered a broken arm by the violence of her
brother George.

As she endures the pain of her arm, she

must also put up with her Aunt Greenow's constant efforts
to play matchmaker.

Although Kate loves her aunt dearly,

she wants no part of the matchmaking.

Poor Kate must also

put up with the frequent visits of her aunt's suitors, Mr.
Cheesacre and Captain Bellfield.

Kate, like Alice,

must do

battle with her conscienee, for she was part! y responsible
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for George's pursuing Alice.

She confronts her conscience

and repents heartily her involvement in Alice's affairs; it
was wrong for her to interfere.
no harm offers her little comfort.
these troubles,

The fact that Kate meant
While Kate endures all

she must also come to terms with her

brother and his behavior to her and to Alice.
that what she did was wrong.

She knows

As she says,

"Alice, dear!
We have suffered for
him; you more than I, perhaps; but I,
too, have given up everything for him.
My whole life has been at his service.
I have been his creature, to do his
bidding, jus t as he might tell me. He
made me do things that I knew to be
wrong,--things that were foreign to my
own nature; and yet I almost worshipped
h i m. (p p • 6 6 6 - 6 7 )
All of her life, Kate has sacrificed everything she had,
(or would have if she had been able), and now poor Kate is
faced with the fact that she will probably never see George
again as long as she lives.

After devoting her entire life

to promoting George and his welfare, she must now carve a
niche f or herself as an independent soul.

Although she

knows George is evil and despicable, she would forgive him
everything if he came back.
For Captain Bel lfield, Number XVI
extreme anxiety into

his life.

brings a tim e of

His competition with

Cheesacre for the hand of Mrs. Greenow is culminating, and
he is unsure if he is the victor.

He takes a chance and
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goes to Vavasor to mak e a final appeal, but he feels very
uncomfortable: "Again he waved his little straw-hat, and
strove to bear himself as though he were at home and com
fortable.

But he failed,

failed.

and it was manifest that he

.he was not at his ease.

His courage had

sufficed to enable him to follow his quarry into Westmore
land, but it did not suffice to make him comfortable while
he was there"

(p. 669).

And

Kate will do nothing to ease

his comfort, for she does not really like him.

Although

Bellfield somehow found the money to bring him to Vavasor
Hall, he does not have the funds to take himself home.

His

des ire to bring an end to his poverty-stricken condition
(though few could live better on less) is so strong that
Bellfield will endure much more than a few minor discom
forts in order to attain his ambition of marrying Mrs.
Greenow. At long last Mrs.

Greenow

anounces that she has

decided to marry the Captain; the suspense almost killed
the poor man.

The number closes upon Mrs. Greenow as she

takes Bellfield aside for her business chat, where she must
discover all the details of this man she will marry.
Installment sixteen of Vanity ..E.lll: follows

the pat

tern established by the sixteenth installments of both
.L...1..t.�i� �.2..rril and ..Q..a.n YQY EQrS.i� M�tl, a pattern epito
mized by a lengthy period of depression.

Just as Number

XVI of .1.il_t_ll .ll..Q.rri..t. and of .c..a._n YQy EQUi.� M�tl shows
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their characters at low points in their lives,

h.n..1-t..Y

.E..su...r:'s Number XVI also presents its cast as being in con
stant turmoil.
The t roubl e s

Rawdon Cra wley faced in Number XV

continue into Number XVI. In the fifteenth installment,
Rawdon was made a fool of by his wife and thrown in jail.
Rather than flying to the aid of her husband, Becky prefers
to entertain the inestimable Lord Steyne.
in-law,

Rawdon's sister-

Lady Jane, finally rescues him, and Rawdon hurries

home and confronts his wife and her guest.

That number

ends with Lord Steyne believing he has been caught in a
clever trap and Rawdon discovering Becky's hoard of trin
kets and money.

As Number XVI opens, Rawdon goes to his

brother, Sir Pitt, to seek a friend and protector for his
son,

Rawdon, junior.

for help as a plea
straight:

At first Pitt mistakes Rawdon's plea
for money, but Rawdon soon sets him

"'It's not money I want,

I'm not come to

you about myself • • • • I want you to promise me that you
will take the charge of him
Then,

when I'm gone'"

(p.

625).

when Rawdon tells Pitt his marriage is over, Pitt

thinks Becky is dead and is alarmed.
wish I was [dead].

If it weren't for little Rawdon I'd

have cut my throat this morning,
[Steyne's] too'" (p. 625).
the whole story.

Rawdon replies, "'I

and that damned villain's

Rawdon proceeds to tell Pitt

Then Rawdon goes to his club where he
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repeats the story to a friend and asks the friend to stand
by h im during the up coming duel. Rawdon looks forward to
his revenge:

"'I hope to put a bul let into the man whom

that note belongs to.•

He had thought to himself, it would

be a fine revenge to wrap a bal l in the note,
Steyne

with it'" (p.

occurs.

Instead,

6 26).

However,

the

and kill

duel never

thinking it will anger Steyne, Rawdon

accepts the post of Governor of Coventry Island, a position
that was hastily invented to put Rawdon as far from Steyne
as possible.

Before Rawdon leaves for his tropical island,

he makes a settlement on Becky and on Rawdon, junior.

Even

though Rawdon declares he never wants to lay eyes on Becky
again, he feels some pity and will not leave her destitute.
Poor Rawdon realized too late exactly what his wife truly
was,

but at

last he did

understand:

"You don't know how fond I was of that
one. Damme, I followed her like a footman.
I g ave up everything I had to
I'm a begg ar be cause I wou l d
her.
marry her.
B y Jove, sir, I've pawned
my
own watch in
order to get her
anything she fancied: and she--she's
been making a purse for hersel f all the
time, and grudged me a hundred pound to
get me out of
quod." (p. 629)
At least Rawdon leaves for his island secure in the knowledgethat

Rawdon, junior,

wil l be cared for by Sir Pitt

and Lady Jane.
Becky Crawley's misfortune,

like that of her husband,
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originates in

the previous number.

Number XVI reveals

Becky as she awakens to find herself alone, and very poor-
the two states she (as well as most Victorians) dreads
most.

Not only has her husband left her and taken most of

the money; her personal maid has gone and taken everything
Rawdon lef't.

As the maid is reported to think,

The game, in her opinion was over in
that domestic little establishment.
Fifine went off in a cab, as we have
k nown m o re exalted per sons of her
nation to do under similar circum
stances: but, more provident or lucky
than these, she secured not only her
own property, but some of her mis
t ress's (if indeed that lady could be
said to have any property at all)--and
not only ca r ried off the tri nkets
bef'ore alluded to, and some favorite
d resses on which she had long kept her
ey e, b u t f o u r r i c h ly g ilt Louis
Quatorze candlesticks, six gilt Albums,
Keepsakes, and Books of Beauty, a gold
enamelled snuff-box which had once
belonged to Madame du Barri, and the
sweetest little inkstand and mother-of
pearl blotting book, which Becky used
when she composed her charming little
pink notes, had v anished f rom the
premises in Curzon Street together with
Mademoiselle Fifine, and all the silver
l a i d on the table for the little
X���i..n� which Rawdon interrupted. (p.

633)

Becky's first instinct is to salvage anything she can from
her disastrous state.
perfectly logical,

She approaches Sir Pitt with a

albeit untrue, explanation for what

happened the night before.

While Becky is kneeling on the
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floor before Sir Pitt, her hand in his, begging him to help
her

secure a reconciliation

with her husband, in walks

Lady Jane.
L ady Jane has never been blinded by Becky's empty
flattery, though she does misinterpret the scene before
her. Since she was the one to rescue Rawdon from
has

a good

explodes and

idea

what occurred the previous

jail, she

night.

She

shouts at her husband, trembling in every

limb:
"I am surprised that woman has the
audacity to enter this house • . • • How
dare Mrs Crawley to enter the house
of--an honest family? • • • [She is] a
wicked woman--a heartless mother, a
false wife! She never loved her dear
little boy, who used to fly here and
tell me of her cruelty to him. She
never came into a family but she strove
to bring misery with her, and to weaken
the most sacred affections with her
wicked flattery and falsehoods.
She
has deceived everybody; her soul is
black with vanity, worldliness, and all
sorts of crime. I tremble when I touch
her.
I keep my children out of her
sight • • • . I have been a true and
faithful wife to you, Sir Pitt, I have
kept my marriage vow as I made it to
God, and have been obedient and gentle
as a wife should. But righteous obe
dience has its limits, and I declare
that I will not bear that--that woman
again under my roof: if she enters it,
I and my children will leave it. She
is not worthy to sit down with Chris
tian people.
You--you must choose,
sir, between her and me." (p. 638)
With this last biting comment,

Lady Jane sweeps out of the
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room,

leaving Pitt completely astonished and Becky feeling

rather pleased with herself.
threat,

In spite of Lady Jane's

Sir Pitt promises to aid Becky and seek out Rawdon

and try for a reconciliation.
the Raw don Crawley s
wife.

fail;

Pitt's efforts to

reunite

Rawdon will not even see his

Since Victorians would not condone adultery, Becky's

romantic good fort une is ended; her husband has left her,
and no upstanding man should even acknowledge Becky's exis
tence.
While Becky 's reign in society played out its forty
eight hours,
misfort unes.

poor Amelia Osborne suffered a series of
Since

George's

death,

devoted herself to her son Georgy.

she has entirely

Although her father-in

law ref uses to ack nowledge Amelia and her small son at
first,

Number XVI

reveals Georgy to be well established in

his paternal grandfather's mansion.

Old Osborne succeeded

with the very tactics that had failed with George--he
starved Amelia into submission.

The Sedleys had grown very

poor, and Amelia wanted only the best for her little boy,
so she finally conceded
ther.

and let the boy go to his grandfa

The separation almost kills Amelia; she had centered

her whole life around her son.

Old Osborne grows quite

attached to Georgy, for he reminds the old man so often of
George.

Old

Osborne

would "start at some hereditary

feat ure or tone unconcious ly used by the little lad, and
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fancy that George's father was again before him.

He tried

by indulgence to the grandson to make up for the harshness
to the elder

George" (p. 658).

Poor Amelia!

Old Osborne

will not tolerate her presence in his house, so she must
see him on the streets or wait for a rare visit.

A few

months after Georgy goes to Osborne, Mrs. Sedley takes ill.
Amelia's nursing of her mother takes up so much of her time
that she has less time and energy to fret over her loss of
Georgy.

After the death of her mother, Amelia has to care

f or her p o or bereaved father.

S he has almost no time to

worry over her son.
There is yet one more minor character who experiences
his downfall in the vicious Number

XVI.

Haggles,

the

former butler to Miss Crawley, is completely ruined financially.

He is arrested and thrown in jail: "The bailiffs

and brokers seized upon poor Haggles in Curzon Street" (p.
6 47).

Haggles was one of the

unfortunates whom Becky and

Rawdon duped; he was their landlord and greengrocer for the
year or so they lived on Curzon Street.

As Haggles says,

"O Mam, I never thought to live to see
this year d ay. I've known the Crawley
family ever since I was born. I lived
butler with Miss Crawley for thirty
years; and I little thought one of that
family was a g oin' to ruing me--yes,
ruing me • • . • Har you a goin' to pay
me?
You've lived in this 'ouse four
yea r .
You've 'ad m y su bstance: my
plate and linning.
You ho me a milk
and butter bill of two 'undred pound,
you must 'ave noo-laid heggs for your

homlets, and cream for you spanil dog."
(p. 635)
Poor Haggles is just one of Becky Crawley's many victims.
She abuses his good nature and lives solely off credit and
sm al 1 change.

There were many shopkeepers and innkeepers

whose bills were never paid.

Becky seemed almost to

delight in taking away the good fortune of others, be it
financial security (Haggles and Miss Briggs),

romance

(Rawdon and Amelia), social status (she pulls other young
women down while she climbs to the top), and self-worth
(she never teaches her son to think well of himself; in
fact, s he never teaches him anything).
to a close as
school,

Number XVI

draws

Captain Dobbin visits little George at

actually

an imp ossibility, for as Number XVII

opens Dobbin is overseas and trying to come home, but he
becomes ill and must delay his journey. (This last visit of
Dobbin I s to see Georgy at school is evidently a case where
the author was mixed up and did not realize his mistake
since in those days one could not travel from India to
London in a day or two.)
Thus, Number XVI, like Numbers V and IX, contains a
significant p eriod which reflects the characters losing
their good fortunes.

This thir d major collapse of good

fortune for the characters occurs in Number XVI in these
three typical

mid-Victorian serial novels.

For Amy, of
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Littll Q.Q..r.ril,
f ather

and

Number

uncle

b oth

XVI

is a disaster.

d ie

in

the

Clennam's fate is little better;

Her beloved

same night.

Arthur

he has no romance and his

financial security is strongly foreshadowed as approaching
ruinat ion.

I n .Q..an .I.2.ll .[.Q.r.g.i.Y..e. .H..e.tl, Alice Vavasor spends

hours regretting the decision that caused her loss of good
fortune;

she

doubted him,
Vav asor.

wishes she had

accepted

John Grey,

never

and never renewed her friendship with George

S he contemplates what her life would be if she

were t o g a in good fortune once again (b y marrying Grey),
but she denies herself the opportunity to gain romance by
vowing to remain single.

Throughout Number XVI Grey cannot

d o more than hope; there is no romance in his life and will
be none unless he wins Alice. Lady Glencora, too, suffers
from a loss of good fortune in Number XVI.
committed adultery,

She has almost

a sin society would never forgive,

her self-esteem is low.

and

John Vavasor despairs about his

d aughter.

H is hope of happ iness lies in her finding true

happiness;

he is resigned to a lack of romance for himself.

Kate Vav asor must endure acute physical pain in the sixteenth

installment,

pushed Kate down,
herself

for

as well as mental anguish.

b reaking

interfering

her arm, and Kate reproaches
in

Alice 's

Bellfield wins the competition for Mrs.
wal let,

Geor ge

affai rs.

Captain

Greenow's hand and

b ut before the final announcement is made,

the
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Captain must put up with extreme discomforts at the hand of
In XA.nll� �All, the cast is also revealed as they

Kate.

experience their major collapse of good fortune.

Rawdon is

faced with a duel that he will probably lose;

he found

Becky and her friend, Lord Steyne, in a compromising situa
tion,

so he c hallenged Steyne to the duel.

Rawdon con

fronts the possibi lity of the ultimate loss of good
fortune--death--but

ends up avoiding a duel altogether and

takes a post on Coventry Island.

Becky wakes up in Number

XVI completely destitute; she has no money.

She goes to

Sir Pitt for help and encounters the wrath of Lady Jane,
but that does not stop Becky.

She continues to try and

regain her good fortune, but she does not succeed in Number
XVI. Amelia , too,

experiences a loss of good fortune in

Number XVI: she has been separated from her beloved son,
and h er mother dies, leaving her to care for her grieving
father.

Little Georgy goes to live with his paternal

grandfather, and Amelia must nurse first her mother and
then her father rather than spend her days visiting her
son.

While Becky gains, loses, and attempts to regain

her good fortune and Amelia loses her own good fortune,
several minor figures find themselves bereft of the good
fortune they once had --and Becky has taken it!

Haggles

loses everything and is sent to prison becau se he cannot
pay his debts.

Where he had so recently enjoyed financial
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security

and

good

debtors' prison;

social

status,

good fortune has

he now
fled.

lives in the

Chapter V

Conclusion

The typical mid-Victorian twenty-part serial novel has
a reco gnized format:

twenty

monthly installments of

approximately thirty-two pages each, with the final publi
cation almost twice as lon g because it contains Numbers

XIX-XX.
the

One of the themes of the typical serial novel is

loss and gain of good fortune.

The first several

installments serve to introduce the characters and to set
the stage for the inevitable loss of good fortune which is
m easured in terms of financial security, romance, social
status,

and self-worth.

The middle installments usually

devote themselves to taking the characters through a series
of adventures which provide numerous opportunities for the
characters to grow and develop,

and the last several

installments generally resolve all (or nearly
major

conf licts. A detailed study of a line graph of the

plot of three typical serial
Tu..Y.

all) of the

novels, .L..illll Q.Q.rtl.i, .Q..rul

Forgive 1:uu'..1, and Vanity .ffil.r., reveals several striking

similarities in form, especially in Numbers V, IX, and XVI.
The most obvious similarity among

these three novels

(and thus to be found in the typical mid-Victorian novel )
is that Numbers V, IX, and XVI are low periods in the novel
in terms of p lot.
acter,

In these numbers, almost every char-

major and minor, experiences a loss of good fortune.
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These losses are incurred by such forces as
war,

death,

reflect

and decisions which

or go against the mores of society.
IQ� �Qrg�y� E�r1,

and YA���Y

In

�a�r,

v,

incurred by these forces in Number

sickness,

poor judgment

Little Dorrit, ..Q..a.n
major losses are

IX, and XVI: someone

gets sick, d ies, jilts a lover, regrets a decision, makes
an unwise investment,
remain s ingle).

and/or forfeits romance (vows to

Indeed, Numbers

v,

IX, and XVI have the

loss of good fortune in common, yet each number performs an
individual function in regard to the overall novel.
Number V brings the characters to their first major
loss of good fortune in the novel.

Numbers I-IV serve to

introduce the characters and set the stage for the inevi
table loss, but the actual loss of good fortune is not
incurred until the fifth installment.
installments,

In the first four

the characters are depicted as happy or

comfortable and looking forward to

enjoying their

good

fortune: A my Dorrit's friendship with Arthur Clennam is
growing,

and they are both pleased;

Alice Vavasor is anti

cipating marriage to John Grey, which initially makes them
both happy;

Becky

Crawley's confidante,
eyes,

S harp is happily installed as Miss
and Amelia Sedley, with stars in her

looks forward to her marriage to George Osborne.

Number V brings an

unfortunate end to all of this happi

ness; troubles set in for all (or almost all) of the char-
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In Little Dorrit,

acters.
forev er,

Arthur Clennam forfeits romance

vowing to r e m a i n s i n g le, and Amy Dorrit is

approached by Young John Chivery, who professes his love
for her.

She rejects him and is upset at the feelings he

has aroused in her.

In� .I.QJ.! .f..o.J:g.1.Y.sl .H.e.tl, Alice faces

the reactions to her rejection of Grey.

Her father is

distraug ht and at a loss as to what he should do. Grey is
in extreme agony, but does not give up; he is determined to
win Alice eventually. Alice recei ves a letter of censure
from her noble relative which g ives the opposite effect
than that which was intended.

Instead of Alice repenting,

apologizing to Grey, amd marrying him, she refuses to even
reconsider her decision to "jilt" Grey.

George Vavasor is

elated at the news o f Alice's decision.
Becky

has refused

leaves Park Lane.

Sir

I n .Y.a.nil.Y .E...a.1.I: ,

Pitt's proposal of marriage and

She reveals the truth of her marriage to

Rawdon, which causes everyone to bear her ill-will.

Amelia

Sedley's family is ruined financially,

and her engagement

to George is broken by Old Osborne.

George defies his

father and m arries Amelia, hoping his father will relent.
Thus,

Number V depicts the characters as they experience

their first major loss of good fortune.
The second major loss of good fortune falls in the
ninth installment,
This

in the approximate middle of the novel.

low point, Number IX, reminds us that

though life
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improved

for the characters after the depression of Number

V, one cannot b e happy and retain good fortune for long.
In Little Dorrit,

the villain is announced and one is left

to wonder what heinous crime B landois will commit.

Amy

Dorrit humiliates her father and sister when she accom
panies Old Nandy through the prison gates, an act for which
she can scarcel y forgive herself because of the pain it
causes her father.

Amy then witnesses the argument between

her father and brother over the loan

Clennam denied Tip

and then hears Clennam's painful speech of how he has given
up romance, b u t wil l always consider Amy as his adopted
d aughter.

Clennam i s b lind to the fact that his Little

Dorrit loves him.

Number IX of ..Q..a.n .I.Qy Forgive .li&I.1 shows

r ea c ti on s to A li c e' s acceptance o f George Va vasor's
marriage proposal.
end;

Her father is once again at his wit's

Grey is devastated but still determined to have Alice

as his wif e.

George is smug, and visits Alice, expecting

to find her happy and looking forward to her wedding.
However,

A lice has already regretted this alliance with

George and cannot speak words of love
ninth installment of Vanity .f.ill:,

to him.

In

the

Amelia is bedridden when

George goes to b attle; she cannot bear the separation and
fears for her husband's safety.
dice and flees,

Jos gives in to his cowar-

paying a small fortune for Becky's horses.

As Number IX closes, George lies dead on the battlefield, a
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fact k n ow n only to the reader.

And so, Number IX, in the

middle of the novel, reminds the reader that life cannot be
all good,

that conflict is necessary to reflect growth.

The t hird and final major loss of good fortune falls
in Number XVI and provides the characters with problems
that must be resolved by the end of the novel.

In 1..illil

�r.il, A my's father and uncle die, and she must learn to
live without them.

In England, Arthur Clennam is heading

toward his financial ruination.

In

..Q..a.n 1.Q.u

Forgive

.H.e..r.1,

Alice has promised George the use of her own small fortune
to further his political career; she wishes he would take
her money and leave her alone because she does not love him
or want to marry him.

Grey continues to feel confident

that he will eventually win Alice's affections and hand in
marriage.

George tries to make Alice say she loves him,

but she c an not; nor can she accept George's offer to end
the engagement.
she does finally
him.

She cannot go back on her word again.

But

admit to George that she will not marry

Alice intends to forfeit romance and remain single

and tells G rey so,

but he persists in his vows of love,

confiden t he will overcome her doubts.

The final loss of

good fortune in .Y...a.nll.Y. fi..ir. contin ues from Number XV into
Number XVI.

In Number XV,

Rawdon finds Becky entertaining

Steyne and realizes she has been making a fool of him. In
Number XVI,

he challenges Lord Steyne to a duel,

but
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accepts the Governor's position Steyne arranges instead of
fighting his rival.

Becky awakens in Number XVI alone and

p r actical ly destitute.
left,

Whatever Rawdon missed when he

Becky's maid took when she departed.

finds herself alone,
for aid,
with his

Becky, when she

goes to her brother-in-law,

Sir Pitt,

but he cannot persuade Rawdon to a reconciliation
wife;

Rawdon never wants to see Becky again.

Little R awdon is left under the c are of Sir Pitt and Lady
Jane,

and Becky is left to do as she pleases.

Amelia

Osb or ne endures her own series of misfortunes in Number
XVI.

Old Osborne has continued to ignore his grandson and

daughter-in-law, hoping to starve Amelia into submission-
he wants complete control of little George.
succeeds,

He finally

and Number XVI opens with little George installed

as the little master of Osbor ne's mansion.

Amelia is not

allowed to visit her son at his new home,

and she has

little time to visit while he walks to and from school, for
she must care for her sick mother.
ly dies,

When Mrs. Sedley final

Amelia must care for her bereaved father. Even

though each c h aracter endures his own series of losses of
good fortune, each experiences his final major

loss in the

same number.
Alth oug h these character s are losing their good for
tunes in the s ame number s , there is less of a pattern to
their experiences in numbers other than Numbers V, IX, and
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XVI.

There are other low points

V, IX,

a nd XVI,

besides those in Numbers

and there are numerous periods of good

fortune which simply do not occur in a noticeable pattern.
The manner in which these characters lose their
fortune

also varies.

good

In both cases, the variations are

due to the individuality of the characters themselves and
to the style of the each

author.

Dickens, Thackeray , and Trollope were aware of the
Victorian need of "low" points in the serial novels, for
they have consistently included this pattern of losses of
good fortune in their works.

The authors' individual

methods of composition do not always reflect that the
losses e ndured by the characters are deliberate, inten
tional and planned,

not haphazardly devised in last minute

efforts to finish manuscripts; although they frequently
completed the thinking processes long before the actual
writing was done, printer's boys were often kept waiting at
the door.

As Kathleen Tillotson says,
This hand-to-mouth method of compo
sition, at first sight so perilous, was
h a b i tu a l w i t h b o th Dicke n s and
T h a C k e r a y ( e X C e p t i n .E.JU!LQ. .n.d. ) ; i t
accounts of course for their both
leaving novels unfinished at their
d e a t h , fui..H.i..n .12�.Q..d. a n d .13.nll .12.Y.�l. - n o v els p artly published, but with
little more in the writer's desk than
had been printed. Such a method made
great demands on the novelist, and the
letters of both Dicke ns and Thackeray
are strewn with references to the agony
of working against time.7
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Although Dickens wrote "from month to month he was not
improvising e xceptin detail.
m i nd ," 8 s a ys T i l lotso n.

The whole pre-existed in his
Com m enting specifically on

Thackeray's method of compostition, Tillotson states:
For Thackeray, on the other hand, panic
w a s c on s t a nt --he u s u ally left his
writing till the eleventh hour, having
formed as a journalist the habit of
working with the printer's boy at the
door.9
Trollope wrote his serial novels using a method quite
different from that of Dickens and Thackeray.

He wrote the

novel in its entirety prior to sending it for publication
in monthly parts.

As Tillotson says,

Trol lope •••saw the disadvantages to
the novelist being unable to revise an
early number in the light of later
r equ i re m e n t s.
H e h i m s e l f wro t e
serials, but was too cautious to do his
wri ting month by month; he refused to
start publication unfOl the whole novel
was complete •.•.
The fact that Di ekens, Thackeray, and Trollope have varied
methods of composition does not alter the end result.
These authors recognized a need in their Victorian audience
and filled it to the best of their abilities.
In general, the typical mid-Victorian serial novel
reflected the lives and times in which the novel was writ-
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ten. In

these works, the Victorian notions of good and bad

are f airly well established.
wrong to be capricious,
thinks best.

Alice Vavasor knows it is

but feels that she must act as she

Becky Sharp is aware that she was no angel,

and little Amy Dorrit always tries to do what is right and
good, regardless of the consequences.
in the numbers studied in depth,

v,

At times, especially

IX, and XVI, there is a

pervad i ng sense of the au thor preaching, or moralizing.
The reader is aware that to "jilt" someone is an affront to
the f am i ly a n d that to be " vain " is not the wa y to
have true friends.
Because of the nature of installment publication, most
numbers are prevalently ei ther a time of good fortune or
reflect a loss of good fortune.

Since the average instal-

1 men t is only thirty-two pages long, there is not enough
space adequately
point.

to depict both

a high point and a low

The authors had to write each numb er almost as if

it were a story in itself.

The Victorian reader desired

ample time to enjo y the plights of the characters.

The

Victorian psyche needed the low points which reflected and
enhanced i ts own existence ;

readers themselves endured

their own hardships as well as pleasures.

The fact that

the typical serial novel ends happily is no coinci dence:
neither the good times nor the bad times will last forever;
the ill fortun e found in Number XVI mus t remedied.

As Hugh
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Walker, author of ..I.b& Literature Qf.. .the. Victorian .E.ll, says
about happy endings, "Poetic justice reigns: the wicked are
punished,

and the righteous get compensation for their

suffering.n11

Although the typical serial novel ends hap

p ily, the reader knows that life for the characters will
not necessarily stay happy; the characters may return in
another story and endure more ill fortune. One needs change
to k eep life interesting, and conflict will brin g change.
Conflict also leads to growth and is necessary for develop
ment .
The mid-Victorian serial novel has generally been
regarded as happy,

mostly because of its happy ending.

However,

should one reconsider,

fortune

pervades the entire novel.

one might realize that ill
Throughout each work,

the characters are either recovering from a loss of good
fortune, experiencing such a loss, or approaching a loss of
good

fortune.

The authors

periods of g ood fortune,
troubles.

Hugh Walker,

seem

not to dwell on the

but seem to insist on depicting
states "All creative writers have

in some deg ree a feeling of intimate concern with the
fortunes of their characters"; yet little did he, or any
other scholar,

seem to realize just how important the

fortunes of the characters are.

To date,

scholars have

ig nored the pattern of losses of good fortune that exists
i n these three n o v e l s (and thus in the ty pical mid-
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Victorian twenty-part serial novel), yet it

cannot be mere

coinc idence that three numbers, V, IX, and XVI, in three
novels, have in

common a serious low point in plot.
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Graph of Plot and Number by Number Plot Summary

Numbers I-X
I-III: introduoe all
IV: lif� gP,tS better; Amy and Clennam become friends
V: Argument at Mrs. Clennam's; Clennam meets Doyce; Young John Chivery is disappointed and Amy is upset at John's
declaration of love
VI: Merd le is introduced-- a man of society; Clennam helps Mr. Dorrit, but not Tip
VII: Clennam and Douglas become partners; Amy gets another patron--Flora; Pancks begins a mystery
VIII: Clenr.am must visit Mrs. Gowan; Tattycoram runs away; Clennam realizes he loved Pet but has lost her to
Gowan; Affery dreams again and is lccked out; the villain appears
IX: The villain is here; Amy falls in grace by escorting Old Nandy thr-u the g ates; Mr. D orrit is relieved by thE<
money from tlennam; Amy realizes she loves Clennam; Pancks arrives with good news, but only hints at it
X: Pet get� mcrried; Lhe D�rrits are RICB; they leave prison
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Little Dorrit

XI: The Dorrits are rich and are travelling thru Europe; they cross paths with the Gowans and the Merdles (mother
and son); Amy is very lonely
XII: Amy is very unhappy and. lonely; Mr. Dorrit notices and scj)lds Amy; Pat's dog is poisoned by Blandois; Fanny
is interested in Sparkler; Mrs. General threatens to become stepmother
XIII: Clennam takes Doyce•s invention to Circumlocation Office; Clennam runs into Blandois� Amy is still unhappy
XIV: Merdle is worshipped as a "Midas"; the Plornishes are happy in the1r shop; Panck3 and Clennam have invested
in Merdle's scheme and plan to get rich; Sparkler becomes a Lord; Fanny decides to marry Sparkler
XV: Fanny has done well; the Sparklers and Mr. Dorrit go to England; Blandois is missing; Mr. Dorrit tries to find
Blandois; Young John visits Mr. Dorrit in his hotel; Mr. Dorrit plans to marry Mrs. General
XVI: Mr. Dorrit arrives in Home, falls 111 and dies; Frederick dies; Clennam visits Miss Wade; Clennam is begged
not to speculate (by Doyce), but it's too late; Cavaletto looks for Blandois
XVII: Merdle commits suicide; Clennam is completely ruined and goes to the Marshalsea Prison
XVIII: Clennam makes no friends in prison; F. Barnacle visits Clennam; Cavaletto returns with Blandois; Amy
returns to England, visits Clennam and offers him money, but he refuses to accept her money
XIX-XX: All mysteries are solved: Blandois is dead; Clennam and Amy finally marry; both Clennam and Amy are poor-
Hr. Dorrit lost his money in Merdle's scheme; Doyce and Meagles col!le to the rescue and solve Clennam's financial
r,roblem3
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Graph or Plot and Number by Number Plot Summary

Numbers !-X
I-III: Introduce all
IV: George tries to get elected; Kate sends Alice's letter to George; Alice breaks with Grey; George visits Alice;
Alice is lectured by L. Mcleod, Grey visits Alice and renews vows of love
V: Charact.ers and histories of George and Burgo are revealed at the hunt (failures); Glencora•s and Burgo's common
past is related;Alice gets nasty letter from L. Midlothian; Kate stays with matchmaking Aunt Greenow
VI: Aice avoids her noble relatives; George visists Alice; Alice visits Glencora; Meet Botts
VII: Alice extends her visit at Matching Priory; L. Midlothian arrives, but Alice won't speak of the Grey affair;
Glencora considers leaving Plantagenet; Alice walks in the ruins with Glencora and Jeffery (who proposes thru
Glencora Rnd i� refus�d)
VIII: Burgo visits George, se eking a id to get Glencora to leave Palliser; George writes letter of proposal to
Alice; George �s ind ifferent--he �ants her money and would like to "win" her from Grey; Alice accepts with
conditions; Squire is happy; John V. and Grey are not happy
IX: Glencora avcids Burgo at Monkshade; John V. tries to dissuade Alice from marrying George; Alice cannot forgive
herself for jilting Grey; Alice wants George to take her money and go; George visits, seeking words f love; Alice
shri.nks, but doesn't accept George's offer to end the engagement; Grey gets Alice's letter and is agonized; Grey
visits Alice and renews his vows of love aga in; Alice does not admit her love for Grey
X: Alice repents, bu t h c r fate is fixe d; She res o 1 v es not to marry Gev 1• g e ; Grey and John V. f 1 n 1 sh p 1 a II s to pay
off George; Cheesacre and Bellfield still pursue Greenow
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Numbers XI-XX

.c.a.n
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II: George 3tays at Vavasor Hall, causing unhappiness; George orders Kate to write to Alice for money; Kate's eyes
open; Palliser is a political success; Glencora comes to London; Alice meets .Botts and Marsham--instant mutual
dislike; George needs more money; Alice gives George the money; George wins his seat
XII: George is in Par liament and not quite happy; Bott assists George; George visits Alice,and finds Grey's
trinket; George explodes; Greenow declines Cheesacre, but he doesn't listen; She ponders over- Bellfield; Lady Monk
plans to nelp Burgo get Glencora
XIII: Glencora goes to � Monk's party and waltzes with Burgo; She refuses to go with him and Palliser arrives to
take her home; George is unhappy; he needs more of Alice's money; George discovers that Grey is �roviding his
money and is furious; Georg� visits Grey, fights and is bested; George, tired already of Parliament, persists
XIY: Squire nears death and changes will, disinheriting George; Kate knows George is evil--she gets Alice's
letter;
Squire dies; All go to Vavasor Hall (even George); George and KAte go walking; He tries to convince Kate to lie
and invalidate the will, but she won't; George pushes her dow n and leaves without looking back; Kate's arm is
broken
XV: George sends for his clothes; Greenow look s after Kate; G lencor a and Plantagenet g&t together; She gives up
Burgo entirely; Palliser declines position of Exchequei•; He wants to take Glencora abroad; George has difficulty
cashing Alice's bills; Alice nce<1s still more money for George; John V. can't decide whether to help Alice or not
XVI: John V. sends for -Grey; Grey wou't give up on Alice; Alice vow s to remain single; Grey provides George's
money; Glencora sends for Alice; Glencora berates herself; Alice decides to travel with the Pallisers thru Europe;
Grey dines with the Vavasors and reminds Alice of his love; Kate must endure Greenow•s matchmaking and Bellfield 1 s
visit to Vavasor Hall
XVII: Cheesacre comes to Vavasor Hall; Burg.:>'s failure with Glencora is related; Alice goes to the Pallisers;
Burgo tries one last time (and fails); the journey is begun
XVIII-IX: Begin to resolve conflicts: George loses the election; Falliser wins without effort; Greenow will marry
Bellfield; George visits Gri!y and tries tc shoot him; George disappears forever; Grey goes to Alice in Europe;
Falliser· misses polilics; Grey begins &n interest in politics; Glencora is pregnant; Grey proposes yet again and
at last Alice accepts; Grey and Alice wed at Matching Priory; Palliser aids the poor Burgo in Europe; Greenow
marries Bellficld
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Vanity .fJlll

Graph of Plot and Number by Number Plot Summary

Numbers I-X
I-III: introduce all, Becky makes a good initial impression
IV: George is unfaithful; George is forbidden to marry Amelia; Becky makes everyone around her jealous; Sir Pitt
proposes, but Becky answers that she is already married
V: Becky onl� tells Sir Pitt of her marriage; Becky leaves Park Lane; Becky's note explains her marriage to
Rawdon, aud all b ear her ill-will; the Sedleys are financ i�lly ruined and their house and its contents are
auctioned off; George defies his father and vi8its Amelia
VI: Hiss Crawley is sick and Mrs. Bute makes her feel worse; George and Old Osborne have a row; George marries
Amelia in svite of his father'3 threats; the army is ordered to Brussels
V1I: Dotbin tells Old Osborne of George's marriage; Osborne disowns George; George bla mes Dobbin; Miss Crawley
refuse to set Rawdon and Becky
VIII: All caught up in war (in Brussels); George and Becky have an affair, of sorts; Amelia may be pregnant
IX: Becky is p1·ei?,ilant, so j s Al!lelia; the troop goes to battle of Waterloo; Amelia is devastated by the separation
froffi George and f�ar for bis safety; Jos cowers and flees, paying a fortune for Becky's horses; George is dead
X: Hiss Crawley is well; Sir Pitt degenerates; Pitt, Lady Jane and her mother visit Hiss Crawley; Becky and Rawdon
wjnter 1n Paris; Pitt �nd Jane �arry; Fitt will inherit; Osborne hears of George's death and grieves; Osborne
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II: Rawdon and Becky have no money in London, they live on credit; Pitt inherits; Becky hates Rawdon,jr.; Becky
t1na Ha\ldon get "in" with Pitt; Sedleys get alor:.g; �.l'lelia pities fo!' George, adoring lil'Georgy;, She fights with
Mrs. Sedley; Dobbin gives money; Amelia hears of Dobbin's veddiog and �ishes him luck
XII: Bute Crawleys are disappointed with inheritance, but make do; Sir Pitt sends Pitt and Jane from Queen's
Cra-;;ley and carries on vith the maid; he sickens ar,d d!es; Pitt and ,lane move to Queer,'s C. and improve it; Pitt
sends for Rawdon and Becky; Becky makes a good lmpressicn and hires Briggs; Lord Steyne is encouraged; Jane
Osborne !s left at home when Har1a marries Bullock; Jane 0. rraiscs lil'George
XIII: Dob bin heads for Eng. when he hears of Amelia•� marria,sE,, but gets sick; Becky plans for Jane C. to "spon
sor" he:-; Becky, Rawdon, and Jr. go to Queen's Crawley for Christmas and are welcomed; Eecky reveals her poor
�othering; Sedleys ha,e no money; Old Osborne offers tc take lil'Georgy but will not reconcile with Amelia
XIV: Becky fulfills her ambition anJ is ;>res,;,nted at court; Becky hoardes her money and jevels and continues tc
encourage Steyne; Sedleys near starvation, sc lil'Georgy goes to Old Osborne;be wor, the battle and starved them
into eubmis9lcn and obedience
IV: Becky visits important people and places, but women bate her; Becky triumphs at charades; Rawdon is put in
j a il and ignored by Becky; Jane C. frees Rawdon; Rawdon c onfronts Becky and Steyne; Steyne ihinks he's b een
trapped; Rawdon finds Becky'• hoard; Rattdon leaves her; maid steals everything of value left by Rawdon
XVI: Rawdon is planning a duel vith Steyne, but acc e.-ts arranged job instead; Becky wakes up alone and goes to
Pitt for help; Jane C. inter-rupts scene; Pitt can't help; Becky still hates her son; lil'Georgy fits in at
Osborne's; he doclnates all, even Old Osborne; Mrs. Sedley dies
XVII: Dobbin returns with Jos and the Sedleys mcve to a nice home; Amelia refuses offer of marriage from Dobbin
XVIII: O l d Scdley dies; Osbor�e changes his vill and o ffe:-s to meet witb Amelia but dies first; lil 1 Georgy and
Amelia inherit; Amelia's in-laws are jealous; Amelia, Jos, Dobbin and lil'Georgy travel through Europe to Pumper
nickel where Eecky arrives
XII-IX: Becky fail8 at being respectable, her reputation catches up with her; She leeched Jos to death, but
fina�ly helps Dobbin and ��ella to marry
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